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MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
COMMENCEMENT 
2006 
The One Hundred �,xt\ 111th 
Collllllencem n 
M' rs , 11 ersity Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
C. E. and James Haworth
2 Today's Ceremony Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates for graduation. We hope you will find these ceremonies n a culmination of the efforts of faculty, staff, our students and their families n both meaningful and impressive. While awaiting the start of the ceremonies, you may wish to read the historical notes on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There is also a brief descrip, tion and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail the significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and administra, tion. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree recipients, special guests of the President and the President of the University are led to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremonies. In keeping with academic tradition, the candidates will be presented for their respective degrees in order of the level of the degree, and within degree, in the order of establish, ment of the School or College. This order is followed in today's program. The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the procession begins, please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. When the President closes the ceremonies following the conferring of all degrees, the audience is asked to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater. The audience is requested to be seated following the Alma Mater till the platform party and faculty have recessed. Once again, welcome to the One,Hundred Sixty,Ninth Commencement Exercises of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall family of faculty, staff and students. 
Academic Procession 
Candidates for Bachelor Degree 
Candidateifor Associate Degree 
Candidates for Master Degree 
Candidates for Doctoral Degree 
Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal 
Members of the Faculty 
Chief Faculty Marshal 
Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials 
Prof. Ramchandra Akkihal 
Prof. Kenneth Ambrose 
Prof. Peggy Baden 
Prof. Robert Barnett 
Prof. Michael Castellani 
Prof. Kathryn Chezik 
Prof. Roger Adkins 
Prof. Elizabeth Alexander 
Prof. Martin Amerikaner 
Prof. Lance Belville 
Prof. Michael Brookshire 
Prof. Bob Brown 
Prof. David Duke 
Prof. Charles Gruber 
Prof. Carl Johnson 
Disclaimer 
Chief Marshal: 
Professor David R. Woodward 
Assistant Chief Marshal: 
Professor Maria-Carmen Riddel 
Prof. David Cusick 
Prof. Teresa Eagle 
Prof. Rebecca Johnson 
Prof. Chong Kim 
Prof. Charles Lloyd 
Prof. Ralph Oberly 
Chief Usher: 
Professor Gary Saunders 
Prof. Marjorie Keatley 
Prof. Thomas Klein 
Prof. Christopher Luchs 
Prof. Suneel Maheshwari 
Prof. Purnendu Mandal 
Prof. Karen McComas 
Prof. David Mills 
Prof. Caroline Perkins 
Prof. Jean Price 
Student Ushers 
Srijita DasGupta, Yeager Scholar 
Steven Allen Taylor, Yeager Scholar 
Prof. LeVene Olson 
Prof. Leslie Petteys 
Prof. Linda Spatig 
Prof. Allan Stern 
Prof. Edmund Taft 
Prof. Phil Rutsohn 
Prof. Kathy Seelinger 
Prof. Dale Shao 
Prof. Donna Spindel 
Prof. Uday Tate 
Prof. Rick Weible 
Prof. Loren Wenzel 
Prof. Allen Wilkins 
Prof. Karl Winton 
The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative and is based on the anticipated successful 
completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2005-2006. This document should not be 
taken as an official record that degrees have or have not been awarded May candidates. 
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The 169th Commencement Program 
President Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding .. Precommencement Concert 
Marshall University Commencement Band 
Associate Professor Steven R. Barnett, M.M., Conducting Processional - Ceremonial Marches (Processional arranged by Richard Lemke) National Anthem .............................................................................................. Katherine D. Green 
Master's Degree Candidate lnvocation .............................................................................................. Kenneth P. Ambrose, Ph.D. 
Professor of Sociology Introduction of Guests ............................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
· PresidentBoard of Governors Greetings ............................................................... Menis E. Ketchum, II, J .D. 
Chairman, Marshall University Board of Governors 
Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ............................................ StephenJ. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President Commencement Address ................................................................ The Honorable Robert C. Byrd 
United States Senator, West Virginia Conferring of the Honorary Degrees 
Candidates presented by ............................................................... Sarah N. Denman, Ed.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Candidates hooded by ..................................................................... Barbara J. Tarter, Ph.D. 
Timothy L. Haymaker 
Robert C. Byrd 
Assistant Vice President of Academic Affairs 
Doctor of Humane Letters 
Doctor of Humane Letters Recognition of Honored Faculty ............................................................ Larry W. Stickler, D.M.A. 
Faculty Senate President 
Recognition of the Honor Graduates ...................................................... Sarah N. Denman, Ed.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Presentation of Doctoral Degree Candidates 
Doctor of Education Degree Candidates 
Presented by Vice President Ronald B. Childress, Graduate College 
Doctor of Philosophy Degree Candidates, Biomedical Sciences 
Presented by Dean Leonard J. Deutsch, Graduate College Conferring of Doctoral Degrees Presentation of Doctoral Diplomas and Investiture of Academic Hoods Presentation of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degrees Candidates for the Master's Degrees 
Graduate College presented by Dean Leonard J. Deutsch Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate's Degrees 
College of Education and Human Services presented by Dean Rosalyn A. Templeton 
College of Liberal Arts presented by Dean Christina J. Murphy 
College of Business presented by Dean Paul J. Uselding 
College of Science presented by Dean Harold W. Elmore 
School of Journalism and Mass Communications presented by Dean Corley F. Dennison 
College of Fine Arts presented by Dean Donald L. Van Hom 
College of Health Professions presented by Dean Shortie McKinney 
Bachelor of Social Work presented by Dean Shortie McKinney 
College of Information Technology and Engineering presented by Dean Betsy E. Dulin 
Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Dean Donovan L. Combs Conferring of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degrees Presentation of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degree Graduates Alumni Association Greetings ................................................................. Sharon W. Porter, B.S.N. 
Marshall University Alumni Association President Alma Mater ....................................................................................................... Katherine D. Green 
Master's Degree Candidate Recessional - Platform Party and Faculty (Recessional arranged by Richard Lemke) 
T he graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singing of the Alma Mater and 
remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
,. 
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The President's Medallion 
The President's Medal! ion or Badge of Office of the Presidency of Marshall University 
(above) consists of a relief carving of the Seal of the University featuring the bust of Chief 
Justice John Marshall. It is suspended from the President's neck with a kelly green and 
white ribbon, the official colors of the institution. The Medallion is worn by the President 
when he is participating in formal University affairs. The reverse side of the Medallion is 
inscribed with the names of the previous Presidents of the institution. 
Both The Grand Mace and The President's Medallion were created in 1986 by Byron 
Johnson. Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver 
and sculptor as well as an art teacher in the public schools. 
The Grand Mace The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the faculty at all formal University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The Mace is made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the University Campus. The top of the Mace consists of a gold plated bronze casting that features on one side the Seal of Marshall University and on the other the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These are surrounded by a laurel of beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by a torch symbolic of academic excellence. Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section that contains carved symbols significant in the history of the University-The Towers of Old Main, Memorial Fountain, the Seal of Marshall College, and a buffalo, official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. The area immediately surrounding the four carvings features mall clusters of beech nuts and leaves. The center portion of the Mace is carved in double wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base of the Mace is protected by a gold plated bronze casting of beech leaf clusters. The entire Mace weighs about 25 pounds and is 66 inches from the top of the torch to the base. The Grand Mace was created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor as well as an art teacher in the public schools. 
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Faculty with 25 or more years of 
service as of May 2006NAME COLLEGE 
Simon Perry College of Liberal Arts 
James Brumfield College of Science 
Michael Cornfeld College of Fine Arts 
Mary Marshall College of Education and Human Services 
Charles Peele College of Science 
John Teel College of Liberal Arts 
Ramchandra Akkihal Lewis College of Business 
Matthew Carlton College of Science 
Charles Gruber College of Liberal Arts 
John Larson College of Science 
William Paynter College of Education and Human Services 
Nancy Stump College of Liberal Arts 
Powell Toth College of Education and Human Services 
Ronald Gain College of Science 
Nick Kontos Lewis College of Business 
Earline Allen College of Fine Arts 
Ralph Oberly College of Science 
William Ramsey College of Liberal Arts 
David Woodward College of Liberal Arts 
Franklin Binder College of Science 
Kathryn Chezik College of Health Professions 
David Cusick College of Science 
John McKernan College of Liberal Arts 
Le Vene Olson College of Education and Human Services 
Dewey Sanderson College of Science 
Joseph Stone Lewis College of Business 
Tony Williams College of Education and Human Services 
Elaine Baker College of Liberal Arts 
Robert Barnett College of Education and Human Services 
David Duke College of Liberal Arts 
James Joy College of Science 
John Lancaster College of Science 
Charles Lloyd College of Liberal Arts 
Ralph Taylor College of Science 
Daniel Babb College of Science 
Lisle Brown Library 
Stephen Cupps College of Liberal Arts 
Rainey Duke College of Liberal Arts 
Thomas Hankins College of Information Technology and Engineering 
Clayton McNearney College of Liberal Arts 
Dan Evans College of Science 
Michael Little College of Science 
William McDowell College of Education and Human Services 
MU YEARS 
44 
42 
39 
39 
39 
39 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
37 
37 
36 
36 
36 
36 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
32 
32 
32 
NAME COLLEGE MU YEARS Kenneth Ambrose College of Liberal Arts 31 Michael Burton College of Education and Human Services 31 Barbara Guyer College of Education and Human Services 31 Carl Johnson College of Education and Human Services 31 Steven Mewaldt College of Liberal Arts 31 Sharon Wildman Library 31 Robert Angel College of Education and Human Services 30 Emmett Bowlin� College of Education and Human Services 30 Dennis Emmett Lewis College of Business 30 Mary Etta Hight College of Science 30 Stephen O'Keefe College of Liberal Arts 30 Karen Simpkins College of Liberal Arts 30 Donna Spindel College of Liberal Arts 30 Violette Eash College of Education and Human Services 29 Rebecca Johnson School of Journalism and Mass Communications 29 Chong Kim Lewis College of Business 29 Ben Miller College ofFine Arts 29 Gerald Rubin College of Science 29 David Stem College of Information Technology and Engineering 29 Robert Wilson College of Liberal Arts 29 Bertram Gross College of Liberal Arts 28 John Hubbard College of Science 28 James McQueeny College of Liberal Arts 28 Raymond Busbee College of Education and Human Services 27 Janet Dooley School of Journalism and Mass Communications 27 Marc Lindberg College of Liberal Arts 27 Ronald Martino College of Science 27 Edwina Pendarvis College of Education and Human Services 27 Clara Reese College of Education and Human Services 27 Roger Adkins Lewis College of Business 26 Arthur Maynard College of Education and Human Services 26 Karen Mitchell College of Science 26 Nicola Orsini College of Science 26 Robert Sawrey College of Liberal Arts 26 Joseph Wyatt College of Liberal Arts 26 Gary Anderson College of Science 25 Bob Brown Lewis College of Business 25 Christopher Dolmetsch College of Liberal Arts 25 Robert Edmunds College of Liberal Arts 25 Diana Stotts College of Health Professions 25 Cora Teel Library 25 John Vielkind College of Liberal Arts 25 
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Recognition of Honored Faculty Retiring Faculty Murray Batt Associate Professor Internal Medicine Raymond Busbee Professor Exercise Science, Sport & Recreation William Crockett Professor Engineering William Downs Associate Professor Psychiatry & Behavioral Medicine David Duke Professor History Rainey Duke Professor English Susan Ferrell Professor School of Education Bertram Gross Professor Communication Studies Charles Gruber Associate Professor History Dolores Johnson Professor English John Kiger Associate Professor Exercise Science, Sport & Recreation Paul Lutz Professor History J. Terence McQueeny Professor Modem Languages Susan Power Professor Art Herbert Tesser Professor Engineering & Computer Science Lynne Welch Dean College of Health Professions David Woodward Professor History Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Outstanding Teacher Award 2005/06 Recipient Stephen Fish Professor Anatomy & Pathology Pickens-Queen Teacher Award 2005/06 Recipients Marybeth Beller Assistant Professor Political Science Darlene Daneker Assistant Professor Counseling Kim DeTardo-Bora Assistant Professor Criminal Justice Charles E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award 2005/06 Recipient Barbara Guyer Professor School of Education Faculty Distinguished Service Award 2005/06 Recipients Daniel Babb Professor Physical Science Elaine Baker Professor Psychology Janet Dooley Associate Professor Journalism & Mass Communications Alan Gould Professor History Barbara Guyer Professor School ·of Education Edwina Pendarvis Professor School of Education Fran Simone Professor Graduate School of Education & Professional Development Distinguished Artists and Scholars Award 2005/06 Recipients Steven Banks Associate Professor School of Education Eric Blough Assistant Professor Biological Sciences 
Academic Heraldry The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other formal University occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and students at medieval European universities. With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. Standards for colleges and universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of an Intercollegiate Code which specifies design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medieval times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. Modem academic costume consists of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in front and back and by open flowing sleeves which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may be worn either open or closed. The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down the front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still the predominate color for doctoral gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote the wearer's university. The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occasions. It is appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter of the board. Tassel colors usually denote the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. Doctoral tassels are often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn by many who hold the doctorate. While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from the shoulders down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two colors of silk which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate discipline color. A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying academic disciplines follows: Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Nursing ........................................................ Apricot Arts and Humanities ..................................... White Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray Business Administration ................................ Drab Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac Economics ................................................... Copper Education ............................................... Light Blue Engineering ................................................. Orange Fine Arts and Architecture .......................... Brown Forestry .......................................................... Russet Home Economics ....................................... Maroon Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue Physical Education ............................... Sage Green Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink Science ............................................ Golden Yellow Social Science .............................................. Cream Journalism ................................................. Crimson Law ................................................................ Purple Social Work ................................................. Citron Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet Library Science ............................................ Lemon Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray Medicine ....................................................... Green Music ................................................................ Pink At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective degrees. Bachelor degree graduates in University Honors, John Marshall Scholars and Yeager Scholars wear forest green robes. 11 
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Profile of Marshall University The early history of Marshall is filled with colorful events and people. To put things in chronological perspective, the academic melodrama started in 183 7 when the good citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to the west-now the city of Huntington-decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngsters. Tradition records they met at the home ofJohn Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and named the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new school on a knoll known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also had served for some time as a subscription school for the area. It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing Laidley and eight other men as trustees. On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from James and Lucy Holderby the one and one­fourth acre lot containing their log "academy." The price: $40. That land is now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new two­story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. The first full school term was conducted in 1838-39. In 1850, the academy and its financial obligations were accepted by the Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. Due to financial problems the property was sold at public auction in 1861. Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the war, a small school, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college-fulfilling a provision in the original deed from James Holderby which specified it was to be used " ... for the express purpose of an Academy (sic) and for no other use." The building also was used as a hospital during part of the conflict. Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia had recognized the need for an institution to train teachers to serve the state's public schools. On Feb. 27, 1867, the legislature voted approval of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be located at Marshall College. In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents purchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Athletics got their start at Marshall with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in college. In 1914, President Corbly recommended that " ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name - a degree-conferring institution." In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in education. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead were to see steady physical and academic expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. Marshall has an enrollment exceeding 16,000, a full-time faculty of more than 500 and more than 100 part-time instructors. The small academy has become a major university operating 11 colleges and schools: College of Education and Human Services, College of Liberal Arts, Lewis College of Business, College of Science, College of Fine Arts, School of Journalism and Mass Communications, School of Medicine, College of Nursing and Health Professions, Community and Technical College, the Graduate College and the College oflnformation Technology and Engineering. Marshall has two major campuses-a main campus in Huntington and the Marshall University Graduate College in South Charleston-along with several learning centers including: the School of Medicine; the Marshall Medical Center; the Harless Leaming Center in Gilbert; the Teays Valley Regional Center; the Mid-Ohio Valley Center in Point Pleasant; the Southern Mountain Center in Logan, and the Robert C. Byrd Institute. 
Individual College Ceremonies College of Education College of Liberal Arts College of Business College of Science College of Health Professions College of Fine Arts School of Extended Education Regents Bachelor of Arts School of Journalism and Mass Communications Saturday, May 6 3:00 p.m. Christ Temple Church, Huntington Saturday, May 6 Reception immediately following commencement Riverside Suite, Big Sandy Superstore Arena College ceremony 1:30 p.m. Main Auditorium-Big Sandy Superstore Arena Saturday, May 6 2:30 p.m. Henderson Center, MU campus Saturday, May 6 1:30 p.m. Joan C. Edwards Playhouse, MU campus Saturday, May 6 Immediately following commencement Grand Ballroom Big Sandy Superstore Arena Saturday, May 6 Immediately following commencement Four Seasons, Huntington Saturday, May 6 2:00 p.m. Harless Dining Hall, MU campus Saturday, May 6 2:00 p.m. Smith Recital Hall, MU campus 13 
14 Class of 2006 Honor Graduates Bachelor Degree Candidates The Bachelor Degree honor graduates are distinguished by cords and matching tassels worn with their caps and gowns. T he Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Green and White Cords and White Tassels. The Magna Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Cords and Tassels. T he Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Red Cords and Tassels. Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude These students have attained These students have attained an over-all academic average of an over-all academic average of 3.85 to 4.00. 3.60 to 3.84. Kari Renee Adkins Bradley A. Hylton Ryan T.Abel Ryan S. Adkins Andrew A. Iafrate Lauren Christan Adams Laura Rae Basford Emily Ann Ingle Ashleigh Ryan Adkins Julie R. Bennett Shvaughn D. Justice Trista N. Adkins Allison Renee Billups Sean Patrick Keatley Katelin F. Alberts Marian Rose Brooks Roger Lee Lambert John Clairmont Allinder Christopher M. Burdette Andrea Michelle Lauffer Adrienne Brooke Allman Megan Rebecca Casto Gloria Kathryn Lemming Ryan L. Angus Drew M. Clark Joshua M. Lewis Aaron N. Arthur Alan Craig Cole Amber Beth Lilly Holly Paige Asel Joanna Theresa Coleman Kathryn Anton Mallonee Leigh Ann Baird Megan Leigh Co1lins Timothy Scott Maynard Justin Ashley Ball Eric Benjamin Connor Joseph M. McClure Tiffany Ann Barnett Susan Elisabeth Cook Alan R. McDilda Beulah A. Bean Jessica Ashley Cox Heather D. McIntyre Samuel Casey Beever Jessica Anne Crawford Joy Michelle Moles Jennifer Leona Blankenship Susan Lindsay Dale Malory S. Morgan Whitney Ann Blankenship Kacie B. Daniels Kandice Kaye Napier Joshua Andrew Boggs Srijita DasGupta Justin Christina Near Brianne Elizabeth Bonham Danielle Marie Davidov Christopher Lee O'Dell Matthew Alan Bradford Lorraine Davis Emily Noel Okes Andrea L. Brewer Kathryn Leigh Erb Nicholas R. Phillips Kristina Nicole Brown Nicholas Jeremy Facci Matthew Keane Prochnow Jason Robert Brumfield Adam W. Farris Heather Marie Rohrig Jennifer Lillian-Ann Burdick Tiffany Noel Ferrari Jeremy Ryan Ross Lindsay Beth Burnett Jason Paul Fleck Bonnie E. Shook Bridget Dawn Bush Sharon Kay Fowler Mary Lou Sigler Larry Eric Carter Leah N. Frye Karen L. Simon Amy Lynn Chase Bridget Renee Fuller Tega C. Sisk Kayla Denise Cline Michael Granese Jennifer Lynn Stalnaker Holly G. Connor Jered Wellington Green Lisa Marie Starcher Alanna Beth Cushing Derek Anthony Gresko John Paul Stonestreet Elizabeth Ann Deitzler Emily B. Hager Steven Allen Taylor Erica Rachelle Deligne Steven Christopher Hager Katie Michelle Tyre Sarah W. Dooley Steven Matthew Harmon Mary Katherine Van Horn Rachel Lindsey Dorsey Lindsay R. Herron Matthew John Vincent David Marshall Downing Jason Paul Hildebrand Heather D. Walker Alyson Michelle Doyle Stephanie N. Humphreys Cyndia Maxine Ward Jessica Jinah Duda Nathan C. Ward 
Conley David Dudley Mark Anthony McClung Alisa Renee Waugh 
Jeffery Pete Duffield Michael D. McComas Amanda Nicole Webb 
Melissa N. Dunn Jennifer Leigh Meddings Kristin D. Webber 
Jennifer Lyndsey Edwards Rachel Elizabeth Miller Tiffany Dawn Webster 
Mary L. Ellison Adam James Mottesheard Amy Marie Widdifield 
Christi L. Farley Patrick Ryan Mulcay Sherry Ann Wiles 
Joshua Shaun Ferguson Matthew Neal Mullins Brooke Rachelle Williams 
Heather Gaye Ferrell Randi Lynn Nielson Michael Patrick Wolfe 
Rachel Nadine Ferris Daniel Edgar Nonemaker Meredith Brittany Woodall 
Rebecca Elizebeth Jane Fisher Lille F. Nguemtchueng Nzudie Michael Dean Wooten 
Christopher R. Francis GoOhori Alicia Marie Workman 
Jennifer Marie Gaston Maria M. Orsini Deborah Renee Wright 
Stacy Renee Gill Cassandra Jannette Osbourn Fumika Yonekawa 
Shea M. Goodrich Jaime Lynn Perani Steven James York 
Samantha D. Grant Megan Lee Perry Ashley Gayle Yost 
Kelly S. Greenwood Philip Pham James E. Zaghawski 
Lisa Ann Hagerman Adam James Poling John Walter Zimnox 
Ryan Patrick Hagerty Peggyann Cremeans Pratt 
Debra Ann Hall Maria lnggriani Ramey 
Joseph Adam Hall Kira L. Ramsey Cum Laude Mallorie Kay Harper Darby Eden Randan 
James B. Harris Amanda J. Rase 
These students have attained Jennifer M. Hartwell Cynthia D. Richards 
Megan E. Hatfield Mary Elizabeth Riffle 
an over-all academic average of 
Mary Catherine Haupt Ginger Lee Robinson 3.30 to 3.59. 
Mallory N. Haye Natasha Dawn Robinson 
Clifton Charles Adkins Cara Elizabeth Hemmerich Brian Thomas Rosenberg 
Megan Lynn Hensley Sean Joseph Schoolcraft Daniel Emerson Adkins 
James Travis Hill Sarah Ann Shawver Jessica J. Adkins 
Amy Jo Hornbeck Mikala Anne Shremshock Robert Michael Adkins 
Stephen Richard Horton Angela Marie Simmons Lisa Nicole Affolter 
Joseph Michael Hovemeyer Amber Nicole Sims Ann Kathleen Ali 
Sarah N. J enami Kristen A. Sirk John A. Allan 
Joyce Annette Johnson Kimberly Lynn Skeens Jeremy D. Ashe 
Steven Daniel Johnson Brenda Gail Skidmore Constance Susan Bailey 
Stephanie Leanne Jones William J. Smalley Kristin N. Baker 
Patrick Neil Kirk Crystal Dawn Smith Megan Dean Barbour 
Tabitha K. Kopsolias Lisa Marie Soroka John W. Beals 
Kristen Mae Lakies Courtney A. Spencer David Aaron Belcher 
Melissa C. Langford Tiffany E. Spriggs Heather N. Bennett 
Angela Nicole Lawrence Katherine Janel Steele Justin Marshall Berry 
Laura H. Lees Lara B. Stephens Megan Marie Billheimer 
Melissa Dawn Lester Lisa D. Stepp Mindy Nicole Bledsoe 
Heather Ranee Lilley Staci Danielle Stewart Steven Joseph Bobrowski 
Rebecca Frances Lilly Rena Theresa Sultany Andrew David Boggs 
John Edward Loudermilk Cheryl Ann Sydenstricker Samantha Jo Bond 
Matthew Donald Lowe Ashley Mae Thompson Joseph David Boone 
Casey Nicole Lucas Carla Michelle Thompson KaCee DeeAnn Booth 
Kimberly A. Lucas Roquelle Renee Thompson Ashley Nicole Browning 
Sean Michael Lynch Jenae Nicole Tingler Frank Douglas Browning 
Sherelyn Kathleen Lynch Kristen Marie Toben Eric Vincent Brumfield 
Michael Nelson Malone April Michelle Trimboli Phillip Michael Bryant 
Tiffany Lynn Manning Bradley Benton T weel Marcie L. Bullock 
Joanna M. Maruish Ryoko Umeda Austin Bain Burcham 
Allison Nicole Massey Phyllis B. Vallejo Julie Marie Burgy 
Mandi K. Maynard Kerri Danielle Vannatter Paul Charles Burnett 
Sara Elizabeth McCallister Christina M. Wass Brent Michael Burns 
15 
: I 
Donna Maria Burton Justin Travis Goff Mary Elizabeth Matney 
Lori M. Burton Robyn K. Goff Joshua James Wilson Mattern 
Michaelyn Ann Butcher Amy Michele Gore Crystal Dawn McCumbers 
Charlesa D. Calvert Veronica L. Graham Melinda Lou McGraw 
Steven R. Carter Pamela Sue Gray Lisa A. McNeely 
Timothy Keeley Cavanaugh Velvet Anne Griffith Michelle Rose Marie Meadows 
Joshua K. Chaney Heather Lynn Guydo Tenikka Noel Meadows 
Sandra Jean Chapman Tammy Lynn Gygi William J. Meadows 
Lora C. Chetel Steven Tucker Hall Terry Matthew Megee 
Nicole Marie Chittenden Anne Thornton Hamlin Rebecca Dawn Michael 
Ozes Cirakli Meghann Blair Hammers Brooke Anne Miller 
Summer Nicole Clay Kristy Michele Harless Connie Elizabeth Miller 
Shawna Christine Coffey Britney L. Harper Eric Allen Miller 
Jean Anne Copley Crystal Stardust Harris John Robert Miller 
Lindsey M. Counts Paul Matthew Harris Monica Lorielle Miller 
Ricky L. Cremeans Anna Kaye Hartwell Matthew T. Mishoe 
Jhonda V. Crider-Page Angela A. Hattman Ashley N. Moats 
Kathy L. Crilow Katie Elaine Hempill Mary Ellen Mundell 
Melissa D. Crisel Rebecca Kathleen Hensley Benjamin Adam Muscari 
Jessica Nicole Crouch Angela Carol Herod Sarah Ray Musgrave 
Caitlin Nicole Cunningham Christopher W. Hickok Aaron B. Nelson 
Lora Ann Dalton Jason S. Hicks Jennifer N. Nickell 
Mark Evan Davis Holly A. Hill Kai Michelle Nordness 
Meghan E. Davis Nathan Scott Hill Amanda Lynn Nuhfer 
I Lauren Renee Day Dustin Lowell Holston Shari Beth Nutter 
I Janet Marie Decker James Hudson Hoosier Melissa D. Oldaker 
1[ 
Jennifer Ann Decker April Marie Howe Christina Leah Osborne 
Jessica Lauren Deem Deena Marie Huffman Debra Sue Osborne 
Marsha Lynn Deskins Cassie Renee Huggins Julie R. Osborne 
Candace D. Deweese Jennifer L. Humphrey Kevin Allen Pack 
Daniel C. Dewhurst Jessica Brooke Imes Alicia Dawn Page 
Andrew S. Dornbos Brent Ashley Jackson Christina Dawn Painter 
Juliet Michelle Duncan Jessica Lynn Jarvis Nathan Michael Parrish 
Danielle Brooke Edmunds Shannon Scott Jividen Christin Palmer Parsons 
Jessica Leann Edwards Melissa Dawn Johnson Kaelan A. Patton 
Valerie Marie Elliott Christopher Jay Justice Tiffany Danielle Paugh 
Amanda J. Elmore Ian Patrick Kennedy Elizabeth Ann Pay 
Bessie Rebecca Estep Penny Sue Kesler Heather A. Pemberton 
Malorie Nicole Estep Aabroo I. Khawaja Somer Love Pemberton 
Jonathan David Estes Joshua Page Kitchen Anne C. Peters 
Amy Nicole Facemyer Amanda Jill Knight Leslie J. Pierson 
Cassidy Paige Falls Carly Simone Knotts Bretton Lee Powell 
Stephanie D. Fazio Leah Jeanne Kuhlman Nicole Rae Pramik 
Sylvia D. Ferguson Brooke M. Lacey Ariel M. Price 
Vanessa Mullins Ferrari Corinne M. Layne Kelly N. Puckett 
Teri Levon Ferrell Elizabeth A. Lee Tabitha Lea Raines 
Elizabeth Victoria Fet Tara ReNay Lee Christie Laraine Ramey 
Jennifer Lee Finch Ronald Merle Lemaster, Jr. Joshua Hayden Ratliff 
Katherine Lynn Frazier Kelly Dale Loker Charlotte Elisha Reed 
James Edward Front Daniel Shane Lovejoy Emily Ann Rice 
Laura T heresa Frye Robert Dewayne Lovejoy Rochelle N. Ricks 
Ryan Tyler Fullen John R. Lucas Erica Jean Roberts 
Whitney Alyse Galloway Amanda Joyce Luther Lezlie Nicole Roberts 
Jessica Brooke Garcia Victoria G. Manis Scott David Robertson 
Caleb C. Gibson Kelli Nicole Marakovits Rachel Amanda Rockwell 
Joshua Ray Gibson Kimberly Dawn Marcum Andrea B. Rodebaugh 
Malinda Gillispie Toney Danielle Marino Ashley Kay Rose 
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Julia Dawn Ross Adam Don Runion Jillian Marie Sallaz Amanda Rae Salmons Chanda Nicole Sammons Robbi Anne Santos Lindsey Rae Scarberry Andrea Renee Scherer Christopher P. Schirtzinger Valeria Eliza Schultz Courtney Ame Scott Maria Teresa Semeco Rojas Nikolai M. Setran Sonya M. Shafer Joseph C. Shy Robert Patrick Sias Andrew P. Smith Andrew Todd Smith Erin Ashley Smith Sondra J. Smith Alicia Marie Smolder Kristen Leigh Snider Joshua Ryan Sowards Rasmiliya Spomy Jillian S. Spurlock Garron Corey Staten Mary Patrice Statler Katherine Ann Stein Paula Lynn Stewart Jason Deacon Stone Clifton Wesley Strange Lisa Marie Sullivan Virginia G. Sullivan Nathan Andrew Sutton Lindsay M. Swartzwelder Gary Michael Taylor Trevor I van Theroulde Emily Jeanne Thomas Samantha Lynn Thomas Katrina Renee Thompson Charlotte Irene Thornhill Jennifer Lynn Tomblin Ashley Brooke Trader Carly J. Underwood Michael David Valentine Jerad Mathew Valleau Mikayla Elyse Vega Amber Anne Wagner Mary Elizabeth Waller Jesse Helton Ward Matthew Lee Ward David Paul Warwick Anne Marie Watkins Ashley Renee Webb David Vernon Webb Laurie K. Webb Crystal Elaine Weible Christopher L. Wells Hope Alexandra West Michelle Beth West Ashley E. White Joseph Thomas White Nicole Aleece White Zachary A. Wiles Alex Ryan Williams Gara Alison Williams Laura Marie Williams Monica S. Williamson Christopher James Wilson Joseph L. Wilson John Austin Withum Rachel L. Wolfe Robert Matthew Wolfe Brian David Woodie Ashleigh Marie Woods Jessica Lynn Wray Jiajia Wu Donna J. Yates Nina Leah Yokochi Meredith Lynn Zickafoose 17 
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Asspciate Degree Candidates 
The Associate Degree honor graduates are distinguished by Royal Blue Cords and Tassels worn with 
their caps and gowns. 
With High Honors 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.70 to 4.00 
Dana Michelle Erlewine 
With Honors 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.30 to 3.69. 
Amy Jo Cain 
Christy Jo Copley 
Brett Aaron Dyer 
Jody Lynn Frazier-Skaggs 
Teresa Lynn Hughes 
Valerie Sher Jobe 
Melinda Ann Menix 
Jeffrey Alan Roy 
Angela Renee Smith 
Kimberly I. Westmoreland 
Tawna Farley Woods 
John R. Hall Center for Academic Excellence Erma Byrd Scholars 
Lori M. Burton 
Kathryn Leigh Erb 
Melissa C. Langford 
Heather D. McIntyre John Marshall Scholars 
Ryan T. Abel 
Ashleigh Ryan Adkins 
Aaron N. Arthur 
Laura Rae Basford 
Samuel Casey Beever 
Megan Marie Billheimer 
Samantha Jo Bond 
Brianne Elizabeth Bonham 
Kristina Nicole Brown 
Drew M. Clark 
Megan Leigh Collins 
Susan Lindsay Dale 
Conley David Dudley 
Jeffrey Pete Duffield 
Kathryn Leigh Erb 
Christi L. Farley University Honors 
Ryan Stockton Adkins 
Aaron N. Arthur 
Jeremy Donald Ashe 
Brianne Elizabeth Bonham 
Samantha Jo Bond 
Lauren Marie Castle 
Joanna Theresa Coleman 
Jessica Ashley Cox 
Srijita DasGupta 
Kathryn Leigh Erb 
Christi L. Farley 
Adam W. Farris 
Keith Aubrey Fitzsimmons 
Adam W. Farris 
Keith Aubrey Fitzsimmons 
Jason Paul Fleck 
Christopher R. Francis 
Emily B. Hager 
Jason Paul Hilderbrand 
Jesse Ray Hovemeyer 
Jessica Brooke Imes 
Sean Patrick Keatley 
Melissa C. Langford 
Elizabeth Erin Anderson Lee 
Matthew Donald Lowe 
Amanda Joyce Luther 
Cory Douglas Martin 
Allison Nicole Massey 
Heather D. McIntyre 
Mary Catherine Haupt 
Katie Elaine Hempill 
Jessica Brooke Imes 
Elizabeth Erin Anderson Lee 
Amber Beth Lilly 
Malory S. Morgan 
Justin Christina Near 
Jennifer N. Nickell 
Emily Noel Okes 
Kaelan A. Patton 
Nicholas Rice Phillips 
Leslie J. Pierson 
Matthew Keane Prochnow 
Jennifer Leigh Meddings 
Malory S. Morgan 
Adam James Mottesheard 
Aaron B. Nelson 
Jennifer N. Nickell 
Emily Noel Okes 
Maria M. Orsini 
Kaelan A. Patton 
Leslie J. Pierson 
Maria lnggriani Ramey 
Heather Marie Rohrig 
Bonnie E. Shook 
Mikala Anne Shremshock 
John Paul Stonestreet 
Heather D. Walker 
Maria lnggriani Ramey 
Erica Jean Roberts 
Mikala Anne Shremshock 
Stacy M. Skidmore 
John Paul Stonestreet 
Steven Allen Taylor 
Matthew John Vincent 
Heather D. Walker 
Amanda Nicole Webb 
Ashley E. White 
Michael Dean Wooten 
Nina Leah Yokochi Charles E. and Mary Jo Locke Hedrick Scholarship 
Jeffrey Pete Duffield 
Maria lnggriani Ramey Yeager Scholars 
Ryan Stockton Adkins 
Jeremy Donald Ashe 
Joanna Theresa Coleman 
Jessica Ashley Cox 
Srijita DasGupta 
Mary Catherine Haupt 
Katie Elaine Hempill 
Justin Christina Near 
Nicholas Rice Phillips 
Matthew Keane Prochnow 
Steven Allen Taylor 
Matthew John Vincent 
Michael Dean Wooten 
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Military Commissions 
United States Army 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps Battalion The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University on May 12, 2006: BELCHER, David A. MURPHY, Jennifer M. ROBINSON, Ginger L. RUNION, Adam D. Infantry Transportation Military Intelligence Adjutant General 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
and Human Services Candidates presented by Rosalyn A. Templeton, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 Bachelor of Arts Darren Keith Driskell Kristen Mae Lakies Jerica B. Adkins Valerie Marie Elliott Rena Lynn Lancaster Kari Renee Adkins Sarah Elizabeth Evans William Thomas Lane Thomas A. Ames Amy Nicole Facemyer Laura H. Lees James Anthony Asbury Rebecca Elizebeth Jane Fisher Gloria Kathryn Lemming Catherine Anne Barker Sharon Kay Fowler Rebecca Frances Lilly Melinda A. Barton Christina D. Frye Casey Nicole Lucas Laura Rae Basford Stephanie Nicole Fykes Justin Cole Lyttle Christy S. Belcher Jessica Brooke Garcia Victoria G. Manis Jessica Marie Benner Stacy Renee Gill Allison Nicole Massey Justin Marshall Berry Joelle Joia Good Jenna Rae McComas Jennifer Leona Blankenship Brian Matthew Greathouse Crystal Dawn McCumbers Samantha Jo Bond Robert R. Hager Jennifer Lynn Mietz David Alexander Boyer Turon Montrice Hairston Robin Renee Mills Marcie L. Bullock Bethanie Anne Hale Margaret Anne Moats Jennifer Ellen Burgess Kristy Michele Harless Garrett Lyle Morrison Julie Marie Burgy Abby Jo Harris Brett Andrew Mount Lori M. Burton James B. Harris Kelly Lynn Mowery Michael John Cahill Angela A. Hattman Ashley Renee Nelson Charlesa D. Calvert Amanda B. Hayes GoOhori Dorian Rachelle Carrico Amanda Jeanne Haynes Emily Noel Okes Timothy Keeley Cavanaugh Megan Lynn Hensley Natalie O Osborne Bradford C. Clark Adam Christopher Holbert Jessica A. Owens Summer Nicole Clay Joseph Michael Hovemeyer Noriko Ozawa Alan Craig Cole Kimberly Lynn Hurley Michelle Louise Paden Joanna Theresa Coleman Jason Darren Jackson Tabetha Leaanne Peros Karmen Jore Collins Jonathan E. Jefferson Megan Lee Perry Eric Benjamin Connor Jason M. Jones Kelly N. Puckett Lora Ann Dalton Mary C. Justice Brian Puza Lorraine Davis Ian Patrick Kennedy Kira L. Ramsey Marsha Lynn Deskins Amy Kristin Kent William Andrew Ramsey Jared Michael Dombrowski Jennifer Hope Knapp Darby Eden Randan Sarah W. Dooley Leah Jeanne Kuhlman Rebecca Lee Rash 21 
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Joshua Hayden Ratliff Joshua Blake Riffe Scott David Robertson Megan Marie Rooney Jeremy Ryan Ross Keith W. Rouch Michael J. Rowe Chanda Nicole Sammons Aaron Michael Santamaria Lindsey Rae Scarberry Bray M. Shamblin Angela Marie Simmons Karen L. Simon Amber Nicole Sims Tega C. Sisk William J. Smalley William George Smalls Crystal Dawn Smith Willie James Smith Kristen Leigh Snider Lisa Marie Soroka Kathleen Lavonne Spriggs Garron Corey Staten Megan Christine Stevens Tiffany R. Stewart Ashley Dawn Stricker Laura Talley Sullivan Colleen Elizabeth Talley Edward Scott Triplett Katie Michelle Tyre Ashley Brooke Umstot Mary Katherine Van Hom Amber Anne Wagner Emily Brooke Walker Ashley Joan Ward Christina M. Wass Anne Marie Watkins Katherine Marie Webb Tiffany Dawn Webster Kathryn Lauren Wells Amy Marie Widdifield Sherry Ann Wiles Monica Lynn Wiley Gara Alison Williams Michael Patrick Wolfe 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 Bachelor of Arts Derek Anthony Gresko Elizabeth Ann Pay Justin Altizer Dana Ashley Grogg Jamie S. Pearson Misty Marie Belcher Ashley Jaye Guy Jacob Ray Powers Michael K. Benedum Marcus David Hairston Tammy Renae Preece Mandy Lea Blackburn Meghann Blair Hammers Shawn Patrick Pye Tiffany Shay Bolen Keisha R. Hamrick Jodie Rigsby Roach Kathy J. Byrd Jennifer M. Hartwell Joshua Luke Salmons Amber Nichole Chapman Tiffany Dawn Hutchinson Amy Marie Shoemaker Joseph Reid Chapman Jessica Lynn Jarvis Emily Beth Shoemaker Erin DeLayne Compton Chayna Lee Johnson Kristin Marie Shrewsbury Ashley Nicole Corder Steven Daniel Johnson Erin Shaneez Simpson Angela Renee Cory Tonya Renae Johnson Jeremy R. Skidmore Jessica Anne Crawford Amanda Jill Knight Warrick Nile Smith Melissa D. Crisel Krista Rae Lambert Wayne Thomas Smith Monica Ann Delancey Brieanne Rachael Lang Alicia Marie Smolder Lakeisha Genae Dennis Pedro Gregory Ledger, IV Rhiain Krista Sovine Natalie C. Dollison Brianne Nicole Legg Sarah Annand Spencer Jessica Renae Dunbrack Charles Andrew Masker Paula Lynn Stewart Shannon Kimberly Duncan Amie Dorothea Matheny Amy Renee Stout Brittan Danielle Earls-Cash Mary Elizabeth Matney Lisa Marie Sullivan Stephanie Lynn Eastman Joseph M. McClure Phillip Eugene Tee Jennifer Lyndsey Edwards Joshua Heath McConnell Trevor Ivan Theroulde Zachary Scott Elcess Janell L. McCormick Carla Michelle Thompson Jill Marie Feaganes Amy J. McCune Jenae Nicole Tingler Amanda Marie Ferrell Brian D. McDowell Kerri Danielle Vannatter Jessica Lee Ferrell Heather D. McIntyre Ashley Renee Webb Teri Levon Ferrell Michael Matthew Meyers Scott Weinberg Jennifer Lee Finch Rebecca Dawn Michael Christopher L. Wells April D. Fitzpatrick Matthew T. Mishoe Hope Alexandra West Lee A. Fitzwater Timothy William Moore Laura Marie Williams Aaron Nolan Forinash Carrie B. Moss Monica S. Williamson Patrick B. Giovannoni Shannon Louise Murphy Rachel L. Wolfe Janna Cheri Goodson Tracey Ann Nichols Ashleigh Marie Woods Anthony L. Goodwin Christopher Lee O'Dell Ashley Gayle Yost Christina Leah Osborne 
Bachelor of Science 
Jason Robert Brumfield 
Kevin Allen Dials 
Andrew B. Jordan 
Melissa Shea Paugh 
Degrees Granted August 12, 2005 Bachelor of Arts 
Kevin D. Atkins 
Joshua R. Blakey 
Sarah Irene Chamberlain 
Fritz Allan Conrad 
Tyler Heath Crockett 
Jeffrey Britt Dillard 
Michael Arthur Goldsmith 
Tremel D. Guillory Bachelor of Science 
Amy Nicole Bills 
Ingrid Rochelle Bryan 
Bradley John Helm 
Kristin Lashelle Herron 
Danielle Claire Hock 
Marquis Getraer Huggins 
Courtney Leigh Lyons 
Terri A. Mitchell 
Elizabeth Ann Mosser 
Christy Lynn Parsons 
Robert Preston Kilgore 
Michael D. McComas 
Laura A. Pedersen 
Jesse Michael Saito 
Tiffany E. Spriggs 
Sarah Marie Standish 
Mary Patrice Statler 
Michael Allen White 
Renaldo Trumaine Williams 
Kevin Edward Saunders 
Emily Jeanne Thomas 
Degrees Granted July 8, 2005 Bachelor of Arts 
Peggyann C. Bias 
Steven Joseph Bobrowski 
Jessica Ensor 
Nathan Andrew Sutton 
Valeria E. Schultz 
Ernest William Stonebreaker 
,: 
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College of Liberal Arts 
Candidates presented by Christina Murphy, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 
Bachelor of Arts 
Michael Jessee Adkins 
Nancy Lynn Adkins 
Ryan S. Adkins 
Firas Sharbel Al-Samarraie 
David Patrick Allen 
John Clairmont Allinder 
Cynthia A. Austin 
Jennifer Raelynn Bailey 
Kristin N. Baker 
Jessica Renee Barker 
Kelli D. Belcher 
Brandi J. Bennett 
Michael Chase Borger 
Matthew Alan Bradford 
Kristen Leigh Brooks 
Marian Rose Brooks 
Hillary Michelle Brown 
James Edward Brown 
Keith Michael Brown 
Phillip Michael Bryant 
Brandon Lane Burton 
Bridget Dawn Bush 
Crystal L. Champion 
Sara Elizabeth Chapman 
Leah Shawn Coleman 
Holly G. Connor 
Leslie Ann Culp 
Caitlin Nicole Cunningham 
Jessica Faye Cunningham 
Thomas Luther Curnutte 
Marsha Laine Currence 
Srijita DasGupta 
Danielle Marie Davidov 
Ashley Hope Dayhaw 
Jordan Arthur Dean 
Jessica Lauren Deem 
Joseph Carlton Denning 
Holly Lynn Dickens 
Andrew S. Dornbos 
Robert Brian Dotson 
Erin Mikelle Dowdy 
Jeffery Pete Duffield 
Jeremy James Dye 
Daniel Dean East 
Malorie Nicole Estep 
Christi L. Farley 
Joshua Seth Ferrell 
Emily Adair Fisk 
Jason Keith Fleming 
Nathaniel S. Floyd 
Bryn Ole Frederickson 
Caleb C. Gibson 
Sandra Michelle Gilbert 
Paige Elizabeth Gilpin 
Justin Travis Goff 
Andrew R. Gordon 
Velvet Anne Griffith 
Jason Dennis Guess 
David William Haas 
Steven Christopher Hager 
Lisa Ann Hagerman 
Ryan Patrick Hagerty 
Dennis Wayne Harmon 
Kathryn E. Hawes 
Carl Raymond Hedinger 
Katie Elaine Hempill 
Rebecca Kathleen Hensley 
Rachel Alyssa Hicks 
Jessica Ann Horton 
Deena Marie Huffman 
Jennifer L. Humphrey 
Stephanie N. Humphreys 
Bradley A. Hylton 
Brittney Shai Icenhower 
Mary Beth Insco 
Ashley Marie Jividen 
Christen L. Johnson 
Sara Beth Jones 
Shvaughn D. Justice 
Sean Patrick Keatley 
Melissa Gayle Kennedy 
Jessica Marie Kester 
Megan Beth Kueck 
Brooke M. Lacey 
Ashlee M. Lambert 
Catherine Renea Lanham 
Angela Nicole Lawrence 
Heather Nicole Lewis 
Christin Marie Lilly 
Amber M. Lockhart 
Benjamin Andrew Lockhart 
Kelly Elizabeth Lucius 
Nathan Allan Mack 
Michael Nelson Malone 
Tiffany Lynn Manning 
Justin Lee Marks 
Syn Gordon McBryde 
Kelly Rae McCoy 
Allison Leigh McCracken 
Tayon B. McCrary 
Keri N. McGraw 
Melinda Lou McGraw 
Samantha Louise McIntyre 
Tenikka Noel Meadows 
Jennifer Leigh Meddings 
Brian Terrill Miles 
Monica Lorielle Miller 
Ashley N. Moats 
Margaret Elizabeth Montali 
Patrick Ryan Mulcay 
Joshlin Corey Mullins 
Jennifer Mae Murphy 
Justin Christina Near 
Jennifer N. Nickell 
Joshua Stephen Nield 
Cassandra Jannette Osbourn 
Jared Nathaniel Pauley 
Aarin Laura Phillips 
Jonathan P. Platte 
Ashley Faye Polo 
Michael Avon Price 
Matthew Keane Prochnow 
Colin Gregory Richards 
Lezlie Nicole Roberts 
Joshua David Robertson 
Heather Marie Rohrig 
Ashley Kay Rose 
Melissa N. Rose 
Yancey E. Satterwhite 
Cynthia Bernice Saunders 
Cody Evan Scherer 
Russell Howard Shanks 
Joshua Ryan Sowards 
Joshua David Spence 
Lara B. Stephens 
Bethany L. Stiltner 
Samantha Jo Stout 
Kelly D. Stover Clifton Wesley Strange Joshua David Stump Virginia G. Sullivan Rena Theresa Sultany David Albert Surber Brian G. Sutliff Ashley Danielle Taylor Matthew Aaron Taylor Michelle Lynn Teel Andrea Elizabeth T homas William S. T hornton Jennifer Lynn Tomblin Andrea Megan Tucker Nina Verness Tunstalle Carolyn Brandon Vaden Mikayla Elyse Vega Joseph Dillon Vernon Matthew John Vincent Sophie Katherine Voelkel Dannielle Lee Wallace KennaJean Walls Cyndia Maxine Ward Rudy La'Vance Watson Billie Jean Webb Crystal Elaine Weible Ashley E. White Nicole Aleece White Zachary A. Wiles Stephanie Breanne Williams Stacie Emile Witcher Meredith Brittany Woodall Daniel Martin Zornes 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 Bachelor of Arts Amanda Michelle Adkins Clifton Charles Adkins Jason Lee Adkins Aaron N. Arthur Stephanie Leigh Bailey Kari Lynn Bartolovich Holli Beth Blackwell Kristin L. Burgoyne Edana Sue Canterbury Amanda S. Casto Sallie Lynn Chapman Jason Patrick Clay Chasity Dawn Daugherty Mark Evan Davis Meghan Ashley Davis Jennifer Marie DePompei Alex C. Donovan Aaron Russell Finch James Edward Front LeahN. Frye Amanda Jean Fuller Nathaniel Scott Garnes Pamela Sue Gray Amy Louann Greer Tiffany Dawn Greer Brandy D. Hale Christopher Jimale Harris Matthew Dathaniel High Ashley Nicole Hill Richard Alan Hines Christine Michelle Humphrey Andrew A. Iafrate Jamison L. Jeffrey Monica D. Kay Christopher Lee Keener Lyndsey Nicole Kemper Scott Huffman Lemley John R. Lucas Joshua James Wilson Mattern Michelle Rose Marie Meadows Noah Thomas Miller Rachel Elizabeth Miller Stacey Marie Mills Amy Elizabeth Moss Amanda Lynn Nuhfer Elizabeth Achieng Ongao Maria M. Orsini Debra Sue Osborne Kashief H. Perkins George Huston Peyton Sarah E. Pinson Nicole Rae Pramik Mary Elizabeth Riffle Clayton Louis Ritter Tyler Allen Roney Cortney Arne Scott Sonya M. Shafer Laurena M. Sharp Christopher G. Smith Stacey Lee Steed Ryoko Umeda Geoffrey Brian Vest Jesse William Warf Kayla Rose White Ryan Adam Wickline Ricky Scott Williamson Jennifer Ellen Workman Funika Yonekawa Awet Mekonnen Zelelew 
Degrees Granted August 12, 2005 Bachelor of Arts Ryan L. Angus Sarah A. Asselstine Keith Prentiss Cole Malinda Gillispie Melissa A. Harmon Matthew C. James Paula Louise King Roger Lee Lambert Brian Douglas Luff Kellie J. McKinney Joshua Paul Tabor William Joe Uldrich 
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Degrees Granted July 8, 2005 
Bachelor of Arts Adam Lee Balenger Katherine Elizabeth Burke Kelli Beth Elliott Hilarie N. Halstead Joshua Brian Ilderton Brent Ashley Jackson Jeanette E. Kripas Michael David Safcsak Nicholas Charles Smyre Tony M. Weber 
College of Business Candidates presented by Paul J. Uselding, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 Bachelor of Business Administration Daniel Emerson Adkins William Christopher Heather Ranee Lilley Kimberly Renee Adkins Drummond Daniel Shane Lovejoy Trista N. Adkins Jessica J inah Duda Matthew Donald Lowe Lora L. Altizer Gary Lee Eakins Candis B. Maynard Holly Paige Asel Tracey Marie Eggleston Mark Anthony McClung Jeremy D. Ashe Alicia B. Ellis Allison JoAnne McKay Anthony David Asseff Nicholas Jeremy Facci Stacy Nicole Milton Constance Susan Bailey Daniel Leonard Farley Devon Dawn Mollohan Hollie Ann Bailey Justin Brooks Fenton Justin Michael Morris Christopher Mark Ball Tiffany Noel Ferrari Dickson Ndirangu Muchiri Michael Albert Barbera Vanessa Mullins Ferrari Matthew Neal Mullins Thomas John Baskowsky Brad Patrick Fitzwater Andrew Christopher Napier Taneshia Dashonda Becton Jason Paul Fleck Paul Edward Newman Samuel Casey Beever Michael K. Francis Kristin Leigh Nibert David Aaron Belcher Kristina Elizabeth Fueyo llobamechine Azu N zekwu Allison Renee Billups Jeremy Russell Gatton Jason Daniel Owens Charles B. Boggs, III William Rodney Gleason Alicia Dawn Page Jennifer Lynn Bradley Jered Wellington Green Christin Palmer Parsons Meredith Lynn Brown Shavar T. Greer Mark Andrew Patton Austin Bain Burcham Misty Lee Gregg Kellie Rice Pelphrey Christopher M. Burdette Kathryn Elizabeth Gregory Alicia DeAnna Persinger Paul Charles Burnett Jonathan Dean Grimm Sherman W. Petree Ingrid E. Burnette Steven Tucker Hall Noah A. Phillips Bethany Leanne Camell Sarah Ann Hamilton Leslie J. Pierson MaryAnn Christine Casto Matthew Garry Hansford Adam James Poling Joshua K. Chaney Steven Matthew Harmon Michael Joseph Powell Lindsey D. Childers Mallorie Kay Harper Taylor Robert Radcliff Melissa Allison Cleveland Carolyn Renee Haynes Steven G. Ramsey Brian R. Cobb Cara Elizabeth Hemmerich Stephen Brian Reed Shawna Christine Coffey Lindsay R. Herron Elizabeth Rose Reinhardt Brooke Michelle Cohen Christopher W. Hickok Emily Ann Rice Lindsey M. Counts Eden H. Hodges Rochelle N. Ricks Lindsy Ann Crutchfield Jarrod Adam Hodges Maggie Marie Roberts Cara Michelle Cutright Dustin Lowell Holston Ginger Lee Robinson James Brett Dabney Shasta Nicole Hoschar Natasha Dawn Robinson Lauren S. Damron Jennifer Lynn Hutson Andrea M. Rodebaugh Tara Starje Dancy Nicholas Jitima Brian Thomas Rosenberg Meghan E. Davis Aaron W. Johnson Amanda Rae Salmons Ronald Wesley Dawn Zachary Reese Keller Kathy Lynn Saunders Janet Marie Decker Carol L. Kelley Andrea Renee Scherer Jennifer Ann Decker Michael Stuart Kessler Haley Brooke Setler Elizabeth Ann Deitzler Brian Christopher Koster Christopher Alan Shearer Mary Ellen Dilley Cole V. Lehman David Benjamin Shively Christopher William Dosier Josh T. Lehman Stephen Anthony Simmons Amanda Jo Dotson Aaron Christopher Lemon Brendan Stephen Skeen 27 
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Jeffrey Travis Skeens 
Dennis A. Smith 
Joshua David Spence 
Lisa Marie Starcher 
Katherine Ann Stein 
Staci Danielle Stewart 
Rodney William Stieger 
Ryan Christopher Stoner 
John Ashley Martin Stover 
Joni Marie Surgeon 
Lindsay M. Swartzwelder 
Jason R. Swiger 
Ashley Mae Thompson 
Morgan Perry Toney 
Brian Landauer Trattner 
Bradley Benton T weel 
Jerod Mathew Valleau 
Casey Douglas Villars 
Miguel Eden VonDuben 
Heather D. Walker 
Nathan C. Ward 
Laurie K. Webb 
Kristin D. Webber 
Ashley Nicole White 
Sydney Paige Whitt 
Alex Ryan Williams 
David Ezra Winfree 
Jeremy Lee Winters 
Mary-Morgan Wise 
Megan Kathleen Wolfe 
Brian David Woodie 
Jessica Lynn Wray 
John Walter Zimnox 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Michael R. Adkins 
Nicholas Brandon Adkins 
Nathan Roy Akers 
Matthew French Atkins 
Jonathan Richard Ball 
Justin Ashley Ball 
Ryan Lamont Baynes 
Amelsa Yazew Bekele 
Summer Elaine Boggess 
Jay M. Bohannon 
Joseph David Boone 
Megan Nicole Bradley 
Andrea L. Brewer 
Derek Martin Brown 
Brent Michael Bums 
Josh Preston Calandros 
Dustin Tyler Carhart 
Theresa Marie Carr 
Gary W. Cassell 
Philip Wyck Chambers 
Chad R. Chapman 
Brittani Ann Childers 
Ozes Cirakli 
Richard Bert Crank 
William J. Dahlheim 
Lauren Renee Day 
Jodi M. Dehart 
Daniel C. Dewhurst 
Brody John Donovan 
Connie Jean Dyer 
Jason Michael Eakle 
Brenna Diane Fitzsimmons 
Sarah Ann Gibson 
Amy Michele Gore 
Samantha D. Grant 
George Gordon Gundrum 
Rachel Nicole Hammock 
Amber J. Hermsdorfer 
James Martin Hicks 
Amy Jo Hornbeck 
Ashley Dawn Horton 
Jessica Lynn Houck 
Joseph Paul Howrylak 
Justin R. Hunter 
Joshua Mathew Jacobs 
Matthew Ryan Jenkins 
Eric E. Justice 
John Paul Kelley 
Carly Simone Knotts 
Tabitha K. Kopsolias 
Jonathan Bertrand Kyle 
Melissa C. Langford 
Domenick LeRose 
Brandon J. Mason 
Aaron Jacob McAllister 
Ryan C. McCallister 
Paul Justin McCoy 
Justin T. McKinniss 
Curtis Meade 
Terry Matthew Megee 
Jessica Lynn Messinger 
Jason E. Miller 
Robert Boyd Moore 
William Joseph Moore 
Malory S. Morgan 
Whitney Paige Morrison 
Shawn Michael Mount 
Benjamin Adam Muscari 
Ronald Ray Musick 
John Alan Newman 
Johnathan Clinton Newman 
Randi Lynn Nielson 
Nicole Rae Osborne 
Bryan Joseph Pauley 
Brad Edwin Pershing 
Anne C. Peters 
Joshua B. Petronko 
Holly Ann Pettry 
Sidney Shea Phillips 
Robert Jacob Price 
Jeffrey C. Prichard 
Jeremy M. Pullin 
Anand Ramanan 
Christie Laraine Ramey 
Connor Duane Robertson 
Danny Rooney 
Brandi Nicole Ross 
Jack T. Rowsey 
Robbi Anne Santos 
Maria Teresa Semeco Rojas 
Buddy Carl Shadd 
Thelma Nicole Sizemore 
Jillian Denise Smith 
Shabana Sobhan 
April D. Spencer 
Wesley T. Spradlin 
Joshua Benjamin Tackett 
Robert A. Thomas 
Kristen Marie Tohen 
Carly J. Underwood 
Courtney Gail Vance 
David Seth Walters 
Jonathan E. Warner 
Elizabeth Louise Warren 
Amanda Nicole Webb 
Joshua Stephen Wedge 
Diana]. Werthammer 
James Todd Winkler 
Rodney Jason Winters 
Luwin Witherspoon 
Robert Lansing Wolfe, III 
Jiajia Wu 
Edward W. Yates 
Lisa Marie Young 
Degrees Granted August 12, 2005 Bachelor of Business Administration Julie R. Bennett Jared Thomas Burdette Cassie Renee Huggins Ryan Lorne McGuire April Janell Meadows Brooke Anne Miller Jaime Lynn Perani Cynthia D. Richards Christopher Ray Roberts Tara E. Ryan Robert D. Sakhai Lukas Murphy Smith 
Degrees Granted July 8, 2005 Bachelor of Business Administration T urky A A Al Khodair Ryan Timothy Blair Kenneth C. Carter Laura Jane Coleman Stephen E. Cross Elizabeth Starkey Frazier Jennifer Marie Gaston Charles J. Griffith Kathryn Jean Hart !... James Hudson Hoosier Mary Louise Jackson Darin S. Lloyd Bret Michael Looney Abdul Wahab Lubega Christopher N. Martin Jerad Shawn Mount Matthew Edward Smith Amanda Joy Spitz Lahanna E. Stalnaker Brian W. Thomas Matthew Lee Ward Shane Patrick Oliver Paul David Santana Emily Ann Smith Sean A. Walker Brian Matthew White Shellie Nichole Workman 
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College of Science Candidates presented by Harold W. Elmore, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 Bachelor of Science Ryan T.Abel Kari Jean Adams Brandon Cain Adkins Jessica J. Adkins Belinda Christine Ashby Nathan A. Ball John W. Beals, III Jessica M. Bender Megan Marie Billheimer Melissa Lynn Blackbum Whitney Ann Blankenship Andrew David Boggs Joshua Andrew Boggs Brianne Elizabeth Bonham Matthew J. Bottorf Travis Glenn Bragg Kristina Nicole Brown Nicholas E. Brown Eric Vincent Brumfield Larry Eric Carter Lora C. Chetel Jeremy N. Childers Christopher Michael Chiles Kayla Denise Cline Megan Leigh Collins Susan Lindsay Dale Miranda Sue Darrah Candace D. Deweese Emilee R Dillon Salvador Raymond Djeukeng Michelle Donahoe Rachel Lindsey Dorsey Timothy Shaun Dotson Kristy Joy Doyle Danielle Brooke Edmunds Jessica Leann Edwards Christi L. Farley Adam W. Farris Stephanie D. Fazio Timothy Robert Ferguson Elizabeth Victoria Fet Whitney Alyse Galloway Ronald Matthew George Elizabeth G. Gibson Edward Robert Glasser Robyn K. Goff Fabiola D. Gonzales Shea M. Goodrich Veronica L. Graham Michael Granese Brett L. Grizzle Heather Lynn Guydo Emily B. Hager Joshua Kyle Hall Heather Rachelle Hammack Mary Catherine Haupt Jason S. Hicks Jason Paul Hildebrand Holly A. Hill James Travis Hill Jessica Brooke Imes Derek Steven Jefferson Mitchell Dale Kirk Amy M. Kisling Justin Derek Lazaro Lauren D. Lazell Lewis Woodrow Legg Heidi Lewis Joshua M. Lewis Amber Beth Lilly John Edward Loudermilk Racheal Marie Loudermilk Amanda Joyce Luther Tue Ngoc Ly Matthew D. Marosek Alan R. McDilda, II Samuel Ray McFee Bachelor of Science in Chemistry Drew M. Clark William J. Meadows Mikala Anne Shremshock Brandon Glenn Messer Adam James Mottesheard Aaron B. Nelson Kai Michelle Nordness Kaelan A. Patton Tiffany Danielle Paugh Lewis H. Pauley Christopher L. Perkins Philip Pham Nicholas R. Phillips Nicole R. Pounds Bretton Lee Powell Maria Inggriani Ramey Andrew David Reinhardt Katie Lynn Rhodes Michael R. Riffle Erica Jean Roberts Garon Matthew Rucker Angela L. Sanchez Christopher P. Schirtzinger Sean Joseph Schoolcraft Kami Jo Seager Bonnie E. Shook Joseph C. Shy Stacy M. Skidmore Sondra J. Smith Jeremy T. Spence John Paul Stonestreet William Jay Sullivan Brent Richard Taylor Gary Michael Taylor Steven Allen Taylor Katrina Renee Thompson Kellie N. Vanfosson Natalie Jane White Brooke Rachelle Williams Christopher James Wilson Zedmalia Diana Wolfe 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 Bachelor of Science 
David R. Adkins 
Beulah A. Bean 
Aaron M. Bevins 
Brian James Bissell 
Jeremy J. Boykin 
Steven R. Carter 
Brian Scott Childers 
Perry Adam Christian 
Neil Russell Copeland 
Ricky L. Cremeans 
Amanda G. Dice 
Michael Christopher Dillon 
Mary L. Ellison 
Gregory John Finley 
Christopher R. Francis 
Ryan Tyler Fullen 
Benjamin Michael George 
Tina Michelle Gibbs 
Pablo Limon Gonzales 
Joseph Adam Hall 
Kathleen Rachel Hansen 
Lawrence Edward Harbrecht 
Janice E. Harold 
Crystal Stardust Harris 
Nathan Scott Hill 
Sarah N. Jenami 
Stephanie Leanne Jones 
Christopher Jay Justice 
Patrick Neil Kirk 
Eugene Thomas Lacy Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Yuko Samiso 
Lauren Elizabeth Lafferre 
Andrea Michelle Lauffer 
Tiffany Ann Lusk 
Sean Michael Lynch 
Eric M. Maynard 
Eric Allen Miller 
John Robert Miller 
Joshua D. Rife 
Emanuel Ulysses Ross 
Jessica Meghann Strasser 
Christopher Gary Weaver 
Peh-Yin Wong 
Nina Leah Yokochi 
Xuehai Zheng 
Degrees Granted August 12, 2005 Bachelor of Science 
Jordan Scott Adkins 
Jon Nicholas Clendenin 
Christie Coursin 
Kenny Solomon Duthie 
Joma Rajheem Ervin 
Jonathan David Estes 
James Ryan Gaiser 
Cassandra Renee Heindl Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Kenneth Brian Davis 
Degrees Granted July 8, 2005 Bachelor of Science 
David James Daniels 
Corinne M. Layne 
Kathryn Hannah Murrell 
Natasha N. Ooten 
Sean Dennis Sumacz 
Michael Eric Maniskas 
Katherine Janel Steele 
Robert Matthew Wolfe 
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College of Health Professions 
Candidates presented by Shortie McKinney, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Cassandra Maria Adams 
Ashleigh Ryan Adkins 
Joseph Allen Adkins 
Tiffany Ann Barnett 
Joel Collin Baum 
Ami S. Bhavsar 
Mindy Nicole Bledsoe 
Brittani Nichole Boldman 
Ashley Nicole Browning 
Robert Adam Burnside 
Jean Anne Copley 
Kathy L. Crilow 
Destiny Brook Day 
Tara Nicole Dingess 
Amanda Charlene Dobbins 
Conley David Dudley 
Joseph Michael Duvall 
Richard Darrell Edmunds 
Julie Kathryn Elzey 
Cassidy Paige Falls 
Sylvia D. Ferguson 
Joshua Ray Gibson 
Melynda Latashia Gregg 
Debra Ann Hall 
Misty D. Hamric 
Britney L. Harper 
Megan E. Hatfield Bachelor of Science 
Lauren Christan Adams 
Adrienne Brooke Allman 
Heather N. Bennett 
Lindsay Beth Burnett 
Michaelyn Ann Butcher 
Megan Rebecca Casto 
Katherine Lynn Frazier 
Bridget Renee Fuller 
Kara Melissa Hesson 
Beverly Ellen Jarrell 
Shannon Scott Jividen 
Melissa Dawn Johnson 
Staci L. Johnson 
Kimila Sue Jones 
Edward Joseph Kern 
Penny Sue Kesler 
Amanda L. Kish 
Eric Wayne Kutcher 
Lisa Marie Leavitt 
Tara ReNay Lee 
Angela Carol Liberatore 
Robert Dewayne Lovejoy 
Kimberly Dawn Marcum 
Joanna M. Maruish 
Mandi K. Maynard 
Timothy Scott Maynard 
Sara Elizabeth McCallister 
Lisa A. McNeely 
Joy Michelle Moles 
Mary Ellen Mundell 
Louis Neville Mynes 
Wendie G. Newman 
Christina Dawn Painter 
Cassie Ellen Peet 
Heather A. Pemberton 
Joni Lyn Gosnay 
Anna Kaye Hartwell 
Kimberly A. Lucas 
Connie Elizabeth Miller 
April Dawn Mitchell 
Shari Beth Nutter 
Jill Natalie Ramsey 
Marleen Danielle Rollins Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
Aimee Elizabeth Laffer 
David Vernon Webb 
Rebecca Janelle Perine 
Vincent Brian Perry 
Julia Noel Porter 
Mona Gail Powell 
Vanessa N. Powers 
Jennifer C. Priddy 
Tabitha Lea Raines 
Brooke Nicole Rayburn 
Charlotte Elisha Reed 
Brian Lee Reymond 
Amanda E. Ruppert 
Jillian Marie Sallaz 
Rebecca Lynn Shrader 
Robert Patrick Sias 
Sarah Louise Spurlock 
Erica Susan Starcher 
Gary Brandon Steele 
Lisa D. Stepp 
Roquelle Renee Thompson 
Ashley Brooke Trador 
Laurie K. Webb 
Michelle Beth West 
Jennifer Ann Wilson 
Amber Nichole Woods 
Deborah Renee Wright 
Kristen A. Sirk 
Erin Ashley Smith 
Lauren Elizabeth Spindel 
Jillian S. Spurlock 
Jennifer Lynn Stalnaker 
Kerri Lynn Turner 
Alisa Renee Waugh 
Alicia Marie Workman 
Associate in Applied Science Kalyn Nicole Bender Belinda S. McCune Associate in Science in Nursing Gwendolyn Gale Abi-Saab Caroline Leigh Abinsay Keith W. Adkins Jodi Michelle Batton Melissa Jean Beatty Brandy Lynn Biggs April Beth Blair Amelia D. Brown Joe David Browning Sarah Dawn Brunty Derrick James Burkes Julie Elizabeth Butler Amy Jo Cain Kimberly I. Caldwell Charles Michael Childers Terrie Lynn Collins Christy Jo Copley Bonnie Lou Damron Rebecca Sue Davis Stephen D. Dille Terri Lynn Dunn Brett Aaron Dyer Andrea Megan Eggleston Tonya Renee Eplin Dana Michelle Erlewine Alexis C. Fenton Bria Angelic Fenton Jody Lynn Frazier-Skaggs Bridgett Leeann Freeman Micah M. Frye Shannon Joanne Gibson Daphene Ann Gillispie Thurman Hammonds Heather Leann Harding Sarah E. Herbert Paul Alexander Hughes Teresa Lynn Hughes Justin T. Hysell Stephanie Denise Jeffers Tammy Lynn Jividen AnnaM.Jobe Franklin Ryan Jobe Valerie Sher Jobe Ashli Brooke Keeney Timothy Dale Kelly Monica Evette Kirby Jennifer LeAnn Lambert Melanie JoAnn Lemons Pamela Heather McComas Lamie Nicole McCormick Rebecca L. McGraw Madea Danean McGuire Melinda Ann Menix Bethany Dawn Miller Dawn Renee Morrison Maurine Wheaton Neal Sandra Denise Nichols Melissa Erin Pell Sharon Lynn Pence Monica Pennington Brandi Lee Perry Jacob E. Porter Tessa Irene Rakes Mary Beth Rappold Monica A. Rimer Jeffrey Alan Roy Mary Beth Scott Amanda Jo Scragg Amy Gail Shaffer Angela Renee Smith Tina Gay Smith Denia Alane Spaulding Tera L. Stanley Juana Lourdes Stone John Thomas Thornburg Kristin Nicole Watson Audra Leigh Watts Danielle K. Wibl�n Melinda Sue Wiley Heather Renee Wilson Tawna Farley Woods 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Amy Lynn Chase Rebecca Hill Charles Christopher Whitt Bachelor of Science Jeremiah Lee Britton 33 
34 Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology Jessica Leigh King Associate in Applied Science Courtney Louise Calton Degrees Granted August 12, 2005 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Sandra Jean Chapman Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology Rachel Renee Norris Associate in Applied Science Adam W. Chapman Lisa Marie Pickavance Thomas Matthew Stevens Degrees Granted July 8, 2005 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Donna Maria Burton Bachelor of Science Ginger L. Wright 
·1
College of Health Professions 
Candidates presented by Shortie McKinney, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 Bachelor of Social Work 
Michael I. Campbell 
Melissa Dawn Lester 
Robert Nathaniel Manns 
Carrie Beth McCord 
Julie R. Osborne 
Rachel Amanda Rockwell 
Leslie Anne Williams 
Degrees Granted Dece�ber 13, 2005 Bachelor of Social Work 
Amy Faith Goode 
Stephanie Dawn Harper 
Kala Elaine Queen 
Ashley Beth Willis 
Meredith Lynn Zickafoose 35 
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College of Fine Arts 
Candidates presented by Donald Van Horn, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Lisa Nicole Affolter 
Jennifer N. Ball 
Bryan A. Bledsoe 
KaCee DeeAnn Booth 
Frank Douglas Browning 
MarkL. Cohn 
Susan Elisabeth Cook 
Joseph Stiles Eddins 
Kathryn Leigh Erb 
AdamS.Good 
Mackenzie Ann Greene 
Tammy Lynn Gygi 
Paul Matthew Harris 
Stephen Richard Horton 
April Marie Howe 
Tiffany Dawn Kilgore 
Joshua Page Kitchen 
Justin Ryan Linville 
Kelli Nicole Marakovits 
Tabitha Janine McCalop 
Angela Victorine Moore 
Nancy A. Muth 
Justin Christina Near 
Nathan Michael Parrish 
Nathan Bane Sayre 
Ricky Lee Smith 
Jason Deacon Stone 
April Michelle Trimboli 
Michael David Valentine 
T homas R. Warf 
David Paul Warwick 
Steven James York 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Robert Michael Adkins 
Danielle Renee Cade 
Alanna Beth Cushing 
Joshua Shaun Ferguson 
R�chel Nadine Ferris 
Nicholas Eddy Griffith 
Kathryn Anton Mallonee 
Amy Marie Mullens 
Ariel M. Price 
David Glenn Spencer 
Anastasia A. Varlakova 
Brian R. Worley 
Degrees Granted August 12, 2005 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Jerry E. Donahue 
Laura T heresa Frye 
Stacy Louise Lindsay 
Justin Scott McCormick 
Degrees Granted July 8, 2005 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Jessica Nicole Crouch 
Raven Michael Peters 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Candidates presented by Donovan L. Combs, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Della Renee' Adkins 
Melissa Jane Ahmed 
Rosanna Anthony 
Kerri Nichole Bailey 
Anthony Stephen Bell 
Christopher Allen Bell 
Judy Gayle Braley 
Beverly Ann Brown 
Zachary Patrick Browning 
Maria Kay Buffington 
Jessica L. Carrico 
Billy Jack Chaffin, II 
Douglas E. Chapman, II 
James Brent Collins 
Kristen Ann Costello 
Richard Steve Cottrell, II 
Ryan Scott Cremeans 
Jhonda V. Crider-Page 
Melissa J. Dawson 
Timothy Bryan Deloach, II 
Jeremy L. Dickens 
David Marshall Downing 
Lisa Nicole Elswick 
Christopher Kent Fleming 
Kimberly Jane Fry 
Francis Christian Gall, III 
Traci Michelle Gibson 
Marta Gale Gillespie 
Jason Matthew Griffith 
William Ellis Hallman, Jr. 
Sean C. Hamilton 
Aaron Jeffrey Harding 
Ashby Lee Hawse 
Reginald D. Hayes 
Billy Lee Henderson 
Jigna Patel Hinton 
Kelly R. Hockenberry 
Zhengzheng Huang 
James Brack Johnson, Jr. 
Joyce Annette Johnson 
Aabroo I. Khawaja 
Hugh V. Lake, Jr. 
Robin L. Leibert 
Ronald Merle LeMaster, Jr. 
Jonathan Scott Link 
Brian Matthew Logan 
Kelly Dale Loker 
Larry Edward Luckeydoo, II 
Brian S. Mallory 
Taeko Matsumoto 
Rebekah Susan McComas 
Helen Marie McKinney 
Donavan Ray Meyers 
Suzanne Marie Millne 
Kandice Kaye Napier 
Joseph Brian Nelson 
Stephen Shane Nichols 
Daniel Edgar Nonemaker 
Paul H. O'Delll 
Gregory Todd Parrish 
Laura Ellen Payne 
Somer Love Pemberton 
Andrew Noel Pittman 
Mary M. Pumphrey 
Kathlyn Fletcher Reeves 
Celeste Adair Rubin 
Adam Don Runion 
Nikolai M. Setran 
Lindsay Joyce Showman 
Mary Lou Sigler 
Kimberly Lynn Skeens 
Brenda Gail Skidmore 
Donald Ray Slone, II 
Andrew Todd Smith 
Jarrod Russell Smith 
Kenneth Lee Smith, II 
Stephanie C. Smith 
Courtney A. Spencer 
Jared D. Stephens 
Joshua Aaron Sutherland 
Vanessa Rosemark Szafranski 
Gary Lee Thacker, Jr. 
Chana D. Thompson 
Charlotte Irene Thornhill 
Priscilla Elaine Tolliver 
Shelby Gene Tucci 
Lora Lee Varney 
Christin Richee Vickers-Sesco 
Mary Elizabeth Waller 
Thomas L. White 
Melissa Dawn Whitehair 
Terry Gene Williams 
Joseph L. Wilson 
Evan Bradley Worrell 
Donna]. Yates 
James E. Zaghawski 
Ying Zhang 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Daryl Ryan Adkins 
Patrina Gail Adkins 
Andrea R. Archer 
Leigh Ann Baird 
Kelly R. Barker 
Elizabeth Ann Benton 
Dustin Adam Black 
Kenneth Leon Campbell 
Camilla M. Chamblin 
Lynn Alison Clark 
Andrea Nicole Clendenin 
Melanie Brooke Cochran 37 
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Aymee Combs James Isaac Crabtree Zachary A. Dienes Kevin Lee Dingess Michael Thomas Donnally William Lloyd Douglass Bessie Rebecca Estep James Darrell Ferguson Heather Gaye Ferrell Heather Dawn Figg Rebekah J. Fulks Timothy John Gates Jeffrey F. Gorby Adam B. Graham Lindsy Catherine Greenhill Michael Bruce Hagley Gary Shawn Hughes Daniel A. Kebles Kayla Koren Kelly James Edmund Kirby Melinda Dawn Kittle Hai Lin Layman Sherelyn Kathleen Lynch Cameron Todd Martin Christopher Michael McKenna Beverly C. McKinney Kristen Marie McRae Leslie Gail Meadows Crystal Miller Deanna Dawn Miller Melissa Jane Morgan Kelly Ann Neal Timothy Lee Newberry Tamara Jane Niebergall William Edward Noe Kristina Oliver Thomas Reese Parker Corwlyn Allen Payne Jason Randolph Rader Lacey Ann Raybeck Homer F. Renshaw Charles Jason Roach Julia Dawn Ross Erin Anna Ryland Malcolm C. Stiles, Jr. Amber D. Thompson Christopher Thomas Tusing Phyllis B. Vallejo Jesse Helton Ward Scott W. Wilks Barbara A. Willard Lisa C. Williamson 
Degrees Granted August 12, 2005 Regents Bachelor of Arts Stacie L. Banzon Ashley Brooke Cook Erica B. Dillon Juliet Michelle Duncan Ruby M. Ellis Lisa Lynn Estupinan Christopher P. Gill Kelly S. Greenwood Maria Elizabeth Gross Anne Thornton Hamlin Darrell Len Harris Christopher Jamel Hawkins David Hurley Bruce Edward Jeffreys Rebecca A. Lewis Ashley Celestia E. Mann Brent H. Maynard Julie Diane Miller 
Degrees Granted July 8, 2005 Regents Bachelor of Arts Gary S. Bland Larry R. Choates Amy Jo Conley Natalie Sue Corey Trina Louise Griffin Mary Ann Herrick Stanley Keith Hill Wesley Allen Hudnall Michael Hulse Adam Jarrod Justice Michael Adam Paugh Elizabeth Ann Rainey Larry Bryan Miller Bryan Patrick Paynter Arata Pham Belinda May Robinson Nicole Amanda Spurlock Tia A. Szendi-Horvath Patrick Childers Taylor Johnny Lee Warf Alex Matney Reed Lindsay Beth Rubin Brian L. Taylor David E. Wade, I Jay B. Wolfe Daniel James Wood 
Graduate College Candidates presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 
Education Specialist Lisa Lee Adams Nathan M. Bell Cynthia E. Butcher Carrie M. Adkins Counseling English Krystal G. Campbell Leann B. Chandler Rebecca G. Blankenship Adrian B. Cain Elizabeth M. Cottle Special Education Communication Studies Bruce Alan Crum Michael L. Currey Olivija Boskovic Jessica Brooke Caldwell Justa L. Dolin Biological Sciences History Sheila Marie Fields Paula L. Flaherty Chrissy S. Bowles Nancy Allene Capps Laura Kelley Gleichauf Special Education Counseling April L. Kantz Alicia Dawn Kirby Geraldine Nan Brantley Debora Ann Carroll Larry G. Lester Counseling Reading Education Brittany L. Metz Cristen Cathleen Pulliam Jaime Vaughana Braxton Mindy E. Caruthers Kimberly Anne Scott History Elementary Education Lynne Mccomas Weston Jessica M. Wheeler Katrina Lea Brewer Tracy Lane Chenoweth Jennifer L. York Secondary Education Leadership Studies 
Master of Arts Connie L. Briles Ming-Jen Chu Special Education Geography Jennifer Persinger Adams Kenith Carroll Britt Leslie Staunton Clay English Leadership Studies Counseling Valerie Lynn Adkins Monica Lee Britt Natasha E Clay History Early Childhood Education Secondary Education Abdulrahman lbraheem Al-Jahly Brian Edward Brown Elizabeth A. Clemons Communication Studies Geography Special Education David J. Ashworth Jennifer Gale Brown Kristopher M. Clifford Communication Studies Psychology English Josh Alan Bacchus Paige Deann Brown Tracee N. Cochran Leadership Studies Counseling Counseling Kristi M. Baker Tarabeth Brumfield Melissa M. Cole Special Education Reading Education Counseling Douglas Kelly Barrett Shelene Paige Burton Millicent M. Coleman Special Education Communication Studies Special Education 
39 
Sarah E. Collins Nicole D. Frederick James William Hensel Communication Studies Special Education Counseling Melissa Ross Colyer Magdalene Marie Fry Shari A. Heywood Special Education English History Franklin Lee Conley Peggy A. Fuller Michael D. Higbee Special Education E�rly Childhood Education English Elizabeth M. Cottle Rebecca Sarah Fuller Heather Lynn Holland Elementary Education Counseling Elementary Education Amy, K. Cottrell James T. George Hattie Denise Holliday Elementary Education Special Education Early Childhood Education Emily M. Curry Gerald Pheiffer Gibbons Jacob M. Huter Special Education Counseling Special Education Kathleen Cassandra Cutler LeKesha V. Glover Ozge Ileri English Secondary Education Music Bart Justin Demeter Amy Jo Goodman Kelli R. Jackson English Special Education Leadership Studies Stacey A. Denovchik Tenna L. Gray Stephanie Elisabeth Jamar Geography Special Education English Eric B. Dillon Katherine Danielle Green Christopher A. Johnson Special Education Music Mathematics James P. Dillon Jamie L. Haga LeaM.Jones Counseling Psychology Special Education Lisa Beth Dillon Kelli Jean Hall Rose Marie Jude Counseling Mathematics Leadership Studies Leanne Dolin Jennifer Ann Hanchosky Jason Barry Keeling Special Education Special Education Communication Studies Elizabeth Ruth Duke Sherri Lynn Hanson-Humphrey Susan Lynn Kehoe Mathematics Special Education Secondary Education Jennifer E. Eva Donna Sue Harmon Christopher L. Kellermeyer Counseling Counseling Music Beverly Dawn Eye Thomas Neal Harmony Jaime M. Kendall Reading Education Music Reading Education Howard Odell Feick Renee' Elizabeth Harris Leslie Lillian Kerns Psychology Counseling Mathematics Jessica R. Floyd Meagan Haslebacher Aber Hussein Khayat Special Education Special Education Psychology Brandy Lee Fraley Brent Matthew Heavner Jennifer Sharlene Kidd English Communication Studies Special Education 
40 
Melissa Mischelle Kimmel Ashley L. Morrison Karen Suzanne Propst Sociology Communication Studies Reading Education Alicia Dawn Kirby Heather Dawn Morrone Cristen Cathleen Pulliam Elementary Education Special Education Elementary Education Crystal Michelle Knight Camila Marsch Jeremy Duane Quave Psychology Political Science Music Katherine Louise Knotts Elizabeth A. Morton Sherri Lynn Ram�ey Music Special Education Special Education Melissia June Lamb Sarah Elizabeth Moss Courtney Marie Reach Special Education Special Education Counseling Jill H. Lambert Nichole L. Mowery Eugenia Reesman Special Education English Secondary Education Phillip Ray Lewis Peggy Henderson Murphy Phyllis Jean Rider Secondary Education English Special Education Rebecca Lynn Long Aaron D. Murray Becky Lynn Rightsell Communication Studies Health and Physical Education Reading Education Kevin Heath Mangus Makoto Nagahama Kristin June Robinson Communication Studies Political Science Psychology Jane E. Mays Vipavee Namsupak Rose Marie Robinson Communication Studies Communication Studies Reading Education Rhonda Jeanine McLain Carol Ann Oliphant Amanda B. Rogers Elementary Education Reading Education English David Shannon McCoy Chris A. Osborne Jennifer Lynn Rogers Special Education Psychology Elementary Education Kelly Sue McFadden Engin Ozat Ayano Sakiyama Elementary Education Communication Studies Communication Studies Craig S. Meadows Emrah Hali! Ozturk Amy R. Scaggs Special Education Music Special Education Amanda Sue Means Jackie L. Parsons Kimberly Anne Scott Counseling Art Elementary Education Brittany L. Metz Regina Darlene Perry Eva Mullins Seccurro Elementary Education Art Special Education Claudia Starr Miller Jill J. Petry Amy M. Sellards Special Education Special Education Special Education Shannon Nicole Miller Courtney Renee Pistelli Allen Dale Sexton \ . .Mathematics Communication Studies Special Education Kimberly R. Moore Shelby E. Pride Donna L. Shamblin Counseling Counseling Special Education 41 
Valerie F. Shankland Melanie Edwards White Randy Lee Darnell Political Science Leadership Studies Shawn E. Fultz 
Brianne Larisse Gilkerson 
Scott T. Shirley Heather Kaye Whiteman Amanda Kay Gill Leadership Studies Family and Consumer Sciences ShawnK.Gue 
Robert Alexander Hogsett 
Sandra Anne Simmons Cynthia Renee Whitt Crystal D. Howell 
Reading Education Reading-Education Francoise Henriette Inman 
Sara Elizabeth Lee 
Ashley Brooke Skeens Gretchen A. Williams Kristina Lee Lewis Special Education Elementary Education Carol Elizabeth Malcolm 
Damion Maynard 
Rochelle L Smith Wanda D. Williams Kimberly Dawn Maynard 
Reading Education Secondary Education Megan Dawn McNeely 
Paul Robert Melvin 
Todd D. Snyder Carmen Michael Wimmer Gregory Lee Mills English Special Education Jennifer Lynnette Nash 
Brittany Leigh Nuzzo 
Jennifer Christin Spence Stacy J. Wise Stephen Boyd Pauley Counseling Special Education Douglas E. Rabel, II 
Amanda Catherine Starcher 
Shauna Renee Spriggs Wen Xue Marsha D. Walsh Counseling Mathematics Phillip Curtis Wilkerson 
Duane David Will 
April D. Stevens Kathryn F. Yates Special Education Secondary Education 
Benjamin P. Taylor Master of Business English Master of Arts in Administration 
Carol Jane Taylor Journalism Ryan Joseph Adkins Counseling Fernando Jose Bedoya Paredes 
Gaillynn M. Bowman Pamela Dawn Bryan 
Heidi Kay Temeus Robert M. Calfee Phuong T rung Dao Special Education Jessica Ann Duffield Laura Elaine Debord 
Jessica Graham Farner Faye A. Farren 
Rachel Dawn Thomas Terry Headley Girma Kebede Special Education AbbyL Rhoad Patrick Alan Labuhn 
Aaron S. Waid J ianzhong Lu 
Loren J. Thompson Kimberly M. Lutz Special Education Master of Arts in Janice L Mayes Shannon L O'Connor 
Katherine Lynn Trippel Teaching Timi Michelle Painter Leadership Studies Sabrina N. Peros 
Rebekah Sue Anderson Ronald H. Shoop, 111 
Loma Denese Truman Johnathan Matthew Baldwin Mamadou Sylla Special Education Roger D. Banks Ying Zhang 
Tiffany Lynn Wade 
Richard Lawrence Barnard 
Lea Ann Barnes Elementary Education Kelly Ann Bennett 
Amyl. Ward 
Sara B. Bumgarner 
Steven S. Burdette Elementary Education Carolyn Jane Buzbee 
Joseph Augustin Webb 
Laura Elaine Carr 
Barbara J. Conway Political Science Jason M. Crist 42 
Master of Science Mark Allen Adkins Safety Hiroto Akabane Biological Sciences Juliana Adedayo Akinsete Biological Sciences Nadeem Jawdat Al-Khitan Environmental Science Bryan L. Allen Health and Physical Education Terry R. Anderson Technology Management Jeffrey Brandon Armstrong Exercise Science Darrell Marvin Ashworth Technology Management Karen J. Balsimo Information Systems Christopher C. Barry Biological Sciences Michael L. Bartholomew Biological Sciences Rhonda Sue Bartram Technology Management Brian R. Batman Health and Physical Education Christopher Allen Battlo Adult and Technical Education Richard Alan Bay Adult and Technical Education Sarah Elaine Benda Criminal]ustice Brent G. Bierce Exercise Science Erin R. Billings Environmental Science Joanna Rose Blair Communication Disorders Tiffany E. Blair Information Systems Aaron Lee Blake Technology Management Amy Renee Blankenship Environmental Science Nichole Lee Blankenship Communication Disorders Douglas Kyle Blanton Health and Physical Education Kimberly D. Blevins Communication Disorders Malissa J. Blevins Dietetics Jeffrey Scott Bowen Information Systems Jimmie Boyd, Jr. Adult and Technical Education Ariana Nanine Breisch Biological Sciences Sabrina R. Brooks Forensic Science Sarah A. Brown Industrial and Employee Relations Debra Bryant Adult and Technical Education Diana K. Bucey Dietetics Amanda Christine Caines Communication Disorders Matthew Stephen Campbell Communication Disorders Maria Carmela Jimenez Cansino Health Care Administration Mendy Rae Carpenter Adult and Technical Education Kelly L. Cassell Adult and Technical Education Kenneth R. Casto Technology Management Geneleen N ingy Chou Biological Sciences Brandie N. Christian Forensic Science Jama'l Donell Chukueke Health and Physical Education Leah Marie Cipriani Communication Disorders Allison Elizabeth Cole Exercise Science Ellen E. Corathers Information Systems Pierre Cure Technology Management Samantha J. Dailey Environmental Science Fredrick Heath Damron Biological Sciences Melinda Daniel Communication Disorders Tiffani Dawn Daniels Adult and Technical Education Kimi Date Adult and Technical Education Christopher S. Davis Adult and Technical Education Ashley Brooke De Viese Industrial and Employee Relations KellyR. Dew Communication Disorders Robert Allen Dilley Forensic Science Isidor Domguia-o Technology Management Michele Lynn Drazel)ovich Human Resource Management 43 
Taneka N. Ellis Gerald L. Hevener Abbye Marye Jude Adult and Technical Education Information Systems Communication Disorders Thomas Ehren Evans Jason C. Hodges Mari Kariya Health and Physical Education Forensic Science Adult and Technical Education Raymond L. Everett Rita Morris Hodges April D. Keenan Forensic Science Aduh and Technical Education Biological Sciences Brendan Michael Fahey Trena Carol Hodges Christopher Burt Kirkendall Health and Physical Education Adult and Technical Education Information Systems Shadeii. A. Fathallah Jessica L. Hoffman James Anthony Koerner Environmental Science Criminal Justice Health and Physical Education Amy Marie Ferguson Justin Donald Hogan Elena Vasilievna Konkina Physical Science Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education Galina Fet Jonathan W. Hudgins Sarah Marie Pasco Kunkel Physical Science Health and Physical Education Forensic Scienc_e John Finlay Lynn Marie Huggins David Brian Lawson Health Care Administration Safety Information Systems Judy Lynn Francisco Michael Joseph Hughes Susan Dawn Leggett Adult and Technical Education Physical Science Adult and Technical Education Christopher Larry Fritz Vicky Lou Hughes Yang Li Safety Adult and Technical Education Environmental Science Masayuki Fujii Chandra Lynne Inglis-Smith Dustin M. Lockney Environmental Science Physical Science Chemistry Kristin Renae Gaymon Arin Janean Ingraham Paul Alan Ludwig Communication Disorders Exercise Science Environmental Science Thabo B. Gcwabaza Clark Chia-En Jaw April R. Lynch Chemistry Forensic Science Adult and Technical Education Scott R. Gherke Faith Ann Jenelos Kevin Paul Malay Health and Physical Education Dietetics Information Systems Bernadette Natalina Gill Christina Carole Johnson Paul Douglas Martin, Jr. Exercise Science Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education Celesw D. Good Cotteka Nichisha Johnson Michael Eugene Maxson Biological Sciences Biological Sciences Information Systems Timothy Lee Gump V. Autumn Barton Johnson Lauren Joyce Maynard Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Lesley R. Hager Sara B. Jolliffe Nadine]. McCrady Criminal Justice Health Care Administration Forensic Science Lexa L. Halstead Jaylynn Marie Jones Christopher B. Meadows Health Care Administration Safety Human Resource Management 
44 
Amanda Jo Messer Leah C. Sneed Family and Consumer Sciences Cynthia Joanne Reid Criminal Justice Communication Disorders Katherine Margaret Miller Brian K. Richards Daniela Maria Story Health Care Administration Physical Science Adult and Technical Education LaDonna G. Miller Matthew Kent Riley Paula Jean Strawder Safety Health and Physical Education Adult and Technical Education Nathan Joshua Miller Vaughn J. Robinson Scott B. Street Health Care Administration Exercise Science Exercise Science William Ralph Miner Michael S. Roebuck Thomas Q. Sundstrom Health and Physical Education Information Systems Information Systems LaKesha A. Moore Margaret Blair Rogers John R. Sutherland Exercise Science Criminal Justice Health and Physical Education Maria Loretta Moreira Tracy Leann Rupel Christopher Matthew Thornton Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Technology Management Carl C. Morris Jerry W. Sansom James H. Tolbert Information Systems Physical Science Adult and Technical Education Khanh Hoang Nha Nguyen Juan Marcus Saunders Stephen G. Tomblyn Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Industrial and Employee Relations Kristin Marie Norris Michael Allan Schehl Christopher Carl Treadway Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education Information Systems Judith Eveleen Orlowski Mark Thomas Schlitter Javey A. Vance Industrial and Employee Relations Forensic Science Technology Management Julia Elizabeth Orlowski Paul Andrew Schulte FeiWang Industrial and Employee Relations Safety Adult and Technical Education Landon W. Owen Sheneka K. Scott Michael W. Weaver Health and Physical Education Adult and Technical Education Health and Physical Education Emma Loise Parker Courtney Forte' Shannon Allison Nicole Webb Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Rachel A. Payne Jaime Lynn Sias Amanda A. Wheeler Communication Disorders Biological Sciences Health and Physical Education Terry Lee Phillips Maria Eulalia Simental Jacqueline Nelon White Safety Geography .Technology Management Melissa J. Pino Kristel Dawn Smith Lori Ann Whitt Health Care Administration Communication Disorders Information Systems Horacio Alfredo Porras Lisa A. Smith Phillip Curtis Wilkerson Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration Health and Physical Education Bethany S. Purkey Lisa M. Smith Bethany Wilks Industrial and Employee Relations Biological Sciences Communication Disorders 
45 
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Jillian N. Williams Exercise Science Aaron Marshall Wilson Forensic Science Kaci Layne Workman Criminal Justice Brandie Sue Yalniz Geography Elli L. Yokochi Exercise Science Eri Yoshinaga Adult and Technical Education Master of Science in Engineering Angela K. Chestnut Michael L. Egnor Preston L. Ferguson Theodore W. Hamb, Jr. Gary Wayne Miles Brian L. Noftsier Jessie 0. Parker Master of Science in Nursing Lori A. Braenovich Carol E. Brickey Anita Louise Callicoat Mechele Leigh Craigo Jennifer M. Fields Veronica J. Gallo Cathy Lynn Hamblin Jeanne Lynn Ingles Laurie R. Jones Sheri Lynn Lambert Sarah Jane Massey Rebecca Jean Porter Bobbie Jo Saleh Jennifer C. Simon Ameneh Shariat Sloane Lori Lea Spears Kathy L. Summerfield Margaret Battaile Ward Shelly E. Willham 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 Education Specialist Christina Dawn Chambers Mendy Michele Ball Paul Richard Boggs, III Deborah D. Clark Counseling Counseling Patricia Lee Harvey Jacqueline Ann McPeake Monica D. Ballard Kimberly Ann Bradley Patricia A. White Psychology-Clinical Counseling Susan Holley Barker Joy Ann Butcher-Winfree Master of Arts English Psychology Gwyn Adkins Gloria M. Bava Carolyn B. Capelli Counseling Reading Education Communication Studies Tammie Jean Adkins Debra Lynn Beck Elizabeth M. Chapman Reading Education Reading Education Early Childhood Education Michael Joseph Allenger Rogers D. Beckett Tara Lyn Chenoweth Counseling Political Science Reading Education Jonathan}. Aya-ay Pamela H. Blue Cathy E. Clendenin Biological Sciences Counseling Reading Education 
William Edward Clough Goldie Jean Gwinn Melissa Smith Lambert English Counseling Reading Education Angela Cooper Amanda Ruth Hamilton Kimberly D. Legg Reading Education Reading Education Psychology Stephanie K. Corbin Ray Vernon Haning Nello Nicole Lemley Reading Education Psychology Psychology Vicky Vaughn Cox Jennifer Lynn Harvey Kevin Harry Lombard Reading Education Secondary Education Counseling Betty Crum Lisa D. Hayhurst Tammy Lukacs Reading Education Counseling Counseling Matthew W. Deerfield Tammie L. Helmick Rob-Roy Lee Mace Political Science Reading Education Mathematics Justa L. Dolin Jill Suzanne Hill Darlene Marcum Elementary Education Special Education Counseling Natalie Caryl Dunn Linda Jane Hindman Crystal Elaine Mashayekhi Special Education Reading Education Secondary Education Pamela Jane Earle Beth Ann Holley Lozetta Denise Massey Reading Education Reading Education Elementary Education Eric Ray Ellis Michelle Lee Holstein Margaret Ann May 
'I Special Education Reading Education Elementary Education Tina Darlene Evans Michelle Renee Hontz Terri Louise McCann Reading Education Music Reading Education Heather Rayna Ferguson Timothy D. Hontz Marci Beth Miller Counseling Music Special Education Jonna Danielle Ferretti-Doherty Jeffrey K. Jack Amber R. Mongold Reading Education Humanities Reading Education Leska Ann Foster Jennifer Lynn Jarrett Melissa Kay Morris Humanities Counseling Reading Education Elizabeth A. Gampp Stacy Elizabeth Jordan Amanda D. Mullins Psychology-Clinical Counseling Political Science Justin T. Gibson Philip M. Keith Steven Napier Counseling Secondary Education Political Science Jeremy Keith Gilkerson Vicki K. Kitzmiller Cathy J. Newsom Political Science Reading Education Special Education Laura Kelley Gleichauf Jeannie Lynn Lambert Nona L. Newsome Elementary Education Reading Education Special Education Alice Ann Guyon Melissa Ann Lambert Clifford Rockwell Nicholas Reading Education Early Childhood Education Leadership Studies 47 
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Torn Nishiura Amy K. Snyder Master of Arts in English Counseling Teaching Jill Ann Nolan Chad A. Stage Psychology Psychology Wendy Denise Bailey Shawn Michael Beckner Jennifer N. Onks Racine Sayer Stefancic Kimberly Rene' Britton Psychology-Clinical . Reading Education Courtney Suzanne Dolin Jason Richard Eaches Chasitty L. Patterson Betty H. Stickley Holly Suzanne Eldridge Psychology-Industrial Reading Education Sarah Beth Farish Gerald Camden Furby Tiffiney Lanelle Pickens Jeannie Marie Tabor Julie Dawn Gilliland English Psychology Jerrard Mark Gladwell Wesley D. Gnatuk Elishia D. Pierce Stephani S. Trent Anthony Michael Jones Counseling Psychology-Clinical Valerie J. Layne Timothy T. Luby Michael A. Pilato Freddie William Vaughan Denise Janet Nesbitt Leadership Studies Psychology-Clinical Misty M. Pallotta Timothy E. Roberts Lara A. Queen Lori Ann Vovk Vernon]. Samms Reading Education Special Education Aaron M. Staley Gail A. Stapleton Amanda J. Riggleman Rachel L. Whetzel Angela Jennelle Ward Reading Education Reading Education Caroline M. Rucker Cynthia Renee Whitt Master of Business Reading Education Early Childhood Education Administration Rachel A. Rumer Robert L. Williams, IV Reading Education Biological Sciences Isabell Anderer Poonam Baghel Candice Cosgriff Schempp Amanda Michelle Wilson Heather C. Bohache Counseling Counseling Anand Raj iv Chandawarkar Na Jin Michelle R. Settle · Charity M. Wolford Roshan Singh Krishna Leadership Studies Reading Education Diep Ngoc Ly Katrina Rachelle Mailloux Bobbie Renee Seyedmonir Tonya Anne Yablonsky Jennifer Yuen-Ming Mak Psychology Biological Sciences Karla J. Murphy Jamie Elizabeth Noble Tanya R. Shingler Misty R. Young Kishore Kumar Pasupureddy Counseling Counseling Scott David Perfater Matthew R. Pullen Patricia Ann Sickler Lili Song Reading Education Brian J. Stephens Master of Arts in Christen Anne Stoll Mindy Diane Simpkins Raman M. Tanga Special Education Journalism Sharon L. Smith Reading Education Zachary Michael Richards Janae M. Snapp Reading Education 48 
Master of Science David Franklin Daniel Bradford B. Liston Technology Management Technology Management Jennifer Paige Adams Nathan Prestwood Davis John Allen Lowther Biological Sciences Criminal Justice Information Systems Mark Allen Adams Roslyn S. Davis Zachary James Loughman Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Clinton Cooper Alley Kathryn Patricia Dray Kerry K. Matthews Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Physical Science Edward Aractingi Norman Allen Ferrell Kelly N. McClure I Information Systems Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Deborah L. Barcus Andrew David Gareis Daniel Lee McKneely Health Care Administration Exercise Science Information Systems James C. Barker Aaron Coe Goebbel Barry R. Meade Geography Health and Physical Education Technology Mana Veronica Castro Baumhardt Christopher Grassie Raghuram Mekala Adult and Technical Education Health and Physcial Education Technology Management Carrie Beth Bishop Jeffrey Mark Harvey James Gray Montgomery Dietetics Technology Management Health and Physical Education Aaron C. Blevins Katura Nicole Holloway David Stuart Morris Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education Information Systems Aaron Lee Bradley Rena Hubbard Jeremy D. Mullins Industrial and Employee Relations Adult and Technical Education Dietetics Elizabeth A. Bridgewater Jonathan M. Husson Anthony Peter Newman Industrial and Employee Relations Industrial and Employee Relations Adult and Technical Education Brenda Frances Brooks Jia Jia Hidetoshi Oshiro Adult and Technical Education Information Systems Exercise Science Andrea Suzette Callison Yuan Rong Jia Ahmet Ozturk Health Care Administration Information Systems Health Care Administration Stephanie Marie Casey Valerie Ranee Jude Makiesha H. Robinson Industrial and Employee Relations Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education Kerrie Lee Cathcart Hillary Dawn Justus Melissa Jane Russell Criminal Justice Health Care Administration Technology Management Ashley Carol Collins Jin-Wha Kang Geneva Mae Scott Industrial and Employee Relations Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Kimberly Jo Congrove Matthew Allen Kemper Adrienne Monique Smith Industrial and Employee Relations Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education Daniel E. Cook Scott A. Lannan Ryan Thomas Smith Industrial and Employee Relations Health Care Administration Health and Physical Education 49 
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Philip C. Snyder Health and Physical Education 
Allison Mae Spadaro Communication Disorders 
Brandon S. Stevens Health and Physical Education 
Tiffany Deneise Stevens Adult and Technical Education 
Travis L. Stollings Industrial and Employee Relations 
Eugene Arthur Stowers Technology Management 
Suresh Swaminathan Adult and Technical Education 
Veronica Tellis Adult and Technical Education 
Justin S. Uppole Exercise Science 
David P. Varney Industrial and Employee Relation� Sarah M. Weadon Industrial and Employee Relations Michelle Dawn White Communication Disorders Stacy D. Whittington Qietetics Amy C. Williams Communication Disorders Dorey Ann Winters Industrial and Employee Relations Xuqin Zhao Adult and Technical Education Hui Zhou Adult and Technical Education Master of Science in Engineering Jaimie E. Cosgrove Anna Marie Hayes Matthew Brent Kisling Mark Gregor MacGregor Jason S. Ritter Master of Science in Nursing Teresa Lou Otts Melinda Jo Stoecklin Jamie S. Thornburg Joseph Lauren Trader 
Degrees Granted August 12, 2005 Education Specialist 
Deborah Sue Henderson Frederick Valentino Banks Kevin Edward Brier 
Catherine L. Moore Counseling Leadership Studies 
Kensey R. Sheline 
Kristi J. Barker Cynthia Ann Bryant Early Childhood Education Reading Education Master of Arts Danielle N. Barton Krystal G. Campbell 
Lisa Lee Adams 
Leadership Studies Elementary Education Elementary Education Linda J. Bedway Shanah Dale Carpenter 
Carrie M. Adkins 
Secondary Education Reading Education Elementary Education Jarrod M. Belcher Sheri Lynn Carr 
Cynthia Sparks Armstrong 
Psychology-Clinical Reading Education Reading Education Karen K. Bollinger June Elizabeth Collins 
Elizabeth A. Arthur 
Reading Education Reading Education Special Education Jada L. Bradley Lisa Michele Collins Reading Education Reading Education l
Carey E. Cook Counseling Tina Renee Cooper Reading Education Meha Darooka Mathematics Debra Cheryl Daugherty Reading Education Janet K. David Reading Education Christina Gail Davis Psychology Sandra R. Deal Reading Education Daniel Mark Dean Leadership Studies Stephanie Leanne Dotson Reading Education Kimberly Anne Enders Leadership Studies Diana Elizabeth Fisher Mathematics Lisa Diane Fleming Reading Education Jason T. Ford Elementary Education Lori Danielle Gillispie Counseling Amanda Jane Gooding Reading Education Tina Marie Grace Special Education Megan Lindsay Green Psychology Anna Marie Hardway Reading Education Billy Joe Harris Reading Education Gregory Glenn Harris Psychology Debra Sue Henderson Psychology Carole Lynn Hensley Counseling Stephanie Ann Hickman Reading Education Krista R. Holcomb English Sunshine Holstein Counseling Mary Elizabeth Hunt Special Education Brandy Elizabeth Hunter-Lee Counseling Jodie Lynn Hypes Leadership Studies Regina M. Inghram Counseling Jean Ellen Irvine Reading Education Shanna E. Isner Humanities Rebekah Nikole James Secondary Education Betty J. Jay Special Education Jennifer Dawn Jones English Sara R. Jones Special Education Kelly Ann Judy Reading Education April L. Kantz Elementary Education Margaret Ann Keeney Leadership Studies Pamela Michele KniceleyReading EducationSara Jane KovachReading EducationRickey Lee LinaburgLeadership StudiesLindsay A. LounderPsychology Rebecca A. MangusReading EducationMarsha Yoak MayReading EducationCarolyn L. McCoy-PhillipsSpecial EducationNatalie Rebecca McNeelyPsychology-ClinicalChristie M. MillerCounseling Jeffrey Scott MillerLeadership StudiesKelly A. Mills Reading EducationBelynda Sue MorralReading EducationHeather Allyson MullennexReading EducationSandra Lee O'HaraReading EducationAmy Hillary OliverReading EducationKristin Dawn PalmerSpecial Education Nancy J. PayneLeadership StudiesPhillip W. PerryLeadership StudiesAnnalee PetersReading Education
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Bridget Ursula Phillips Lisa A. Stuchell Master of Arts in Reading Education English Journalism Michael Eldon Pierson Jeremy Paul Tenney Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Rie Kasuya Shamia Renee Price Pamela R. Tenney Counseling Psychology Master of Arts in Leslie D. Ray Brandi Black Thacker Teaching Reading Education Psychology Michael T. Gabbert 
,, Aaron Chad Rayburn Angela Nichole Thompson Susan C. Matheny Counseling Special Education Valerie A. Redman Ashley A. Thompson Master of Business Reading Education Reading Education Administration Kathy Lynn Reynolds Shawndra Kay Thompson Manju A. Bharadwaj Reading Education English Derrick Shawn Browning Rainer Vishal Colaco Merrial A. Richardson Sherri Lynn Thompson Lindsey R. Gabbert Counseling Secondary Education Kailash Govindappa Lori L. Gunno Natalie Walter Rife Chasity D. Wall Derek A. Gwinn Special Education Reading Education Ann Marie Harris Cynthia L. Wandling Janice E. Hay Terra B. Roy Rohan Kesavaram Counseling Counseling Amibeth Koval Susan W. Weikle Roshan Singh Krishna Elisabeth Michelle Samples Sowmya Krishnan Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Abhilash Kumar Pranav Kumar Stacy Michelle Saunders Keri Lynn Welcome Ronald C. Lee Psychology Leadership Studies Stacie Michelle Locke Jessica M. Wheeler Vedavyasa Shrinath Malagi Vickie L. Scott Justin Kinley Matthews Reading Education Elementary Education Ryan G. Morrison Shruthi V. Mulgund Kimberly Dawn Sheets Leigh Ann Whitt Aparna Nagaraja Special Education Elementary Education Ashwin Arunkumar Patil Shannon Rose Wilkerson Pramod Raghunath Jennifer Lynn Smith Suryakiran Routhu Reading Education Reading Education Christopher David Salonica Ronald Allen Worley Sandhya S. Sampathkumar Amanda J. Snuffer Matthew Scott Sergent Reading Education English Ramachandra Sindhu Parimala Sridhar Vicki B. Steed Jennifer L. York Valerie J. Thornton Special Education Elementary Education Brandi G. Vickers Amber Michele Ward Terri Michelle Stone Emad M. Younis Srivalli Yadalam Psychology Information Systems Edwin Charles Stress Margie L. Zdrojewski Special Education Psychology 
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Master of Science Lois Ellen Gault Matthew David Parri Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education 
Trulena Benner Health Care Administration Daniel K. Guinn Kevin L. Philyaw Health Care Administration Health and Physical Education 
Michele R. Bird Health Care Administration Lindsay R. Hammonds Sarah M. Plummer Industrial and Employee Relations Exercise Science 
Brandon D. Blanton Health Care Administration Jeffrey A. Hammonds Ronald J. Poplyk Health Care Administration Health Care Administration 
Jessica A. Bloom Amy Elizabeth Hanshaw Health Care Administration Exercise Science Joseph R. Rambin Health Care Administration 
Amanda Marie Butler Stephanie L. Harrah Lisa Ann Reel Industrial and Employee Relations Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education 
Jennifer L. Butler Brian N. Herndon Ronald D. Roach Communication Disorders Health Care Administration Health Care Administration 
Ronnie Delane Byus 
Holly Jeanne High Evangeline Y. Samples Health Care Administration Health Care Administration Dietetics 
Anita Louise Callicoat Paula D. Holstein Margaret Irene Sines Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration 
Cora M. Campbell Crystal G. Ihlenfeld Kevin Matthew Sowers Health Care Administration Communication Disorders Exercise Science 
Jessica Lynn Cochran Christa R. Jones David Anthony Thompson Health Care Administration Health Care Administration Health Care Administration 
Julie Ann Corey Nichole Lynn Jones Elissa Erin Till Health Care Administration Health Care Administration Exercise Science 
Blake L. Davis Phillip Montgomery Jones Adam C. Virgili Adult and Technical Education Technology Management Health Care Administration 
De'Shaun Nerine Drake Kevin L. Kimmins John E Whiteley Exercise Science Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education 
Brian Adam Edwards Cindy Denice Kuhn Emad M. Younis Health and Physical Education Adult and Technical Education Information Systems 
Derek J. Ennis Naomi E. Kurusu Jinhua Yuan Safety Health Care Administration Environmental Science 
Rachel Ann Frame Justin Kinley Matthews Master of Science Exercise Science Industrial and Employee Relations 
Melanie N. Fusco Mark A. Miller 
in Nursing Health Care Administration Health Care Administration Melanie L. Harper-Allen 
Michelle M. Gates Austin H. O'Connor Health Care Administration Industrial and Employee Relations 
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Degrees Granted July 8, 2005 Education Specialist 
Amie Annette Honeman 
Darlene M. Shannon 
Damon Russell Ward Master of Arts 
Toni R. Barcus Reading Education 
Tara Marie Blankenship Reading Education 
Paul R. Brafchak Psychology-Clinical 
Karen S. Clifton Psychology 
David Lee Darst Leadership Studies 
Katherine E. Davis Counseling 
Tina Shiree Davis Special Education 
Joshua McGrady Ellison Special Education 
Leah Hensley Counseling 
Barbara J. Holcomb Psychology-Clinical 
Victor Z. Kaizer Sociology 
Jenna Leigh Koloski Reading Education 
Susan Lyn Morris May Reading Education 
Catherine Marie McDowell Counseling Holly Anne Miles Reading Education Teresa Lynn O'Cassidy Communication Studies Ryan Shaher Ramadan Counseling Amanda L. Smith Early Childhood Education Stanley Alexander Spottswood Music Kazuki Yamana Counseling Master of Business Administration Dennis Ahebwa Master of Science Anne Carrington Blankenship Biological Science Ryan T. Calalesina Health and Physical Education Courtney Maurice Charles Health and Physical Education James Clayton Dearien Health and Physical Education Jodi L. Fick Health and Physical Education Aaron K. Henderson Criminal Justice Gregory J. Page Health and Physical Education Matthew David Parri Adult and Technical Education Kellie Turman Plumley Adult and Technical Education Ashley Irene Thierer Health and Physical Education Master of Science in Engineering Stephanie Elizabeth Hardman Kenneth Lee Woodard Master of Science in Nursing Tamara Browning Sharon Kay Eaches Joseph A. Fortner 
College of Information Technology 
and E ngi,neering Candidates presented by Betsy E. Dulin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 Bachelor of Science James Christopher Miller Dustin Robert Stanley Joseph Thomas White 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 Bachelor of Science Christopher S. Cox Tiffany LeAnn Craddock 
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Sc_hool of] ournalism and Mass 
Communications 
Candidates presented by Corley F. Dennison III, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 
Bachelor of Arts 
Katelin F. Alberts 
Ann Kathleen Ali 
Christina Marie Amburgey 
Cara Ellen Bailey 
Megan Dean Barbour 
Dana C. Bateman 
Dontuwee Boykin 
Jennifer Lillian-Ann Burdick 
Nicole Marie Chittenden 
Jessica Ashley Cox 
Adam Paul Cunningham 
Kacie B. Daniels 
Justin Andrew Dearing 
Alyson Michelle Doyle 
Melissa N. Dunn 
Amanda J. Elmore 
Thomas S. Fouch 
Sean C. Hamilton 
Mallory N. Haye 
Theresa Marie Hoffman 
Benjamin Edward Hunt 
Michael Anthony Hupp 
Emily Ann Ingle 
Abigail Suzanne Kimberlain 
Renee Louise Krahn 
Elizabeth A. Lee 
Mandy Elizabeth Lester 
Ashley Dawn Marcum 
Toney Danielle Marino 
Allison L. Meadows 
Ashley Nicole Nichols 
Mary Cana Olenick 
Amanda J. Rase 
Sikeetha Nichole Shepard 
Andrew P. Smith 
Jennifer Lynn Smith 
Rasmiliya Spomy 
Daniel Clay Stimeling 
Leonard Eric Sundahl 
Cheryl Ann Sydenstricker 
Samantha Lynn Thomas 
Michelle Denise Thompson 
Amanda Jane Weber 
John Austin Withum 
Michael Dean Wooten 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 
Bachelor of Arts 
John A. Allan 
Jennifer Ann Baileys 
Mary Elizabeth Baller 
Melanie Paige Chapman 
Larry Allen Crum 
Erica Rachelle Deligne 
Scott M. Hall 
Carey A. Hardin 
Evan Thomas Spencer Hubbard 
Stephen Edward Marcum 
Jason Eric McClure 
Sarah Ray Musgrave 
Lille F. Nguemtchueng Nzudie 
Kevin Allen Pack 
Allison Lynn Plymale 
Kimberly Ann Pullen 
Ashley Ranay Runion 
Elizabeth J. Shawver 
Mary E. Spence 
Degrees Granted August 12, 2005 
Bachelor of Arts 
Melissa D. Oldaker 
Lindsey Marie Todd 
Katrina Dawn Wright 
Degrees Granted July 8, 2005 Bachelor of Arts 
Cynthia Hope Liberatore 
Adam C. Nedeff 
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! I 58 Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine Doctor of Medicine degrees awarded Friday, May 5, 2006 during Investiture and Commencement Exercises at the Joan C. Edwards Performing Arts Center. Candidates presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 Doctor of Medicine Zachary Brooks Adkins James Allen Graham William Arland Nitardy Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Hassana Barazi Ronald Edward Greer, II Gerard Joseph Oakley, Ill Marshall University Wheeling Jesuit University Ohio Wesleyan University Shayne Ethan Bates Larry Gael Harman Leslie Anne Pack Washington College Al.derson Broaddus College Marshall University Jessica Miley Bensenhaver Stephanie Lucinda Hutchison Monica Lynn Pierce James Madison University Concord College Marshall University Robin A. Bush Sherrine Adele Ibrahim Mickey Franklin Plymale Ohio University University of Pennsylvania Marshall University University of Kentucky Marshall University Paul Ferris Rashid Jeremy Francis Cuda Elizabeth D. Kane West Virginia University West Virginia Wesleyan College Shepherd College Christopher Wayne Russell Jonathan David Cuda Theresa R. Kent West Virginia University West Virginia Wesleyan College West Virginia University Sara Safder Scott Edward Davis Joseph Alan Lambert, II Vanderbilt University Morehead State University Marshall University Courtney Brooke Saunders Debra Gale Edwards Cathy Sue Layne Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Jay Pal Singh Landon Shay Edwards L. Lane Mace, II West Virginia University Virginia Polytechnic Institute Fairmont State Collegeand State University Marshall University Terri Lynn Walling Wake Forest University Jeremie Heath Estepp Andrea Dale Marcum Carson�Newman College Marshall University Christina Dawn Webb Marshall University Rye Ellen Estepp Jillian M. McCagg Skidmore College Marshall University Shane Andrew Wells Marshall University Erika Maria Rivera Faile Julie Nicole McCallister University of Florida Marshall University Donald Wayne Wickline Barbara Mae Michael Elon University David Ryan Fish Vanderbilt University Southwestern Adventist University Robert Davis Williams Brock James N iceler Cornell University Michael Hosny Gabriel Brigham Young University Alexandria University in Egypt 
Graduate College 
Marshall University Doctoral Program Degrees Conferred by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean and Ronald B. Childress, Vice President Graduate Studies 
Candidates for Degrees May 6, 2006 Doctor of Education Sue Ellen Hollandsworth Karen Kaye Larry Kristin Lee Mallory Doctor of Philosophy Nathaniel E. Head Michelle Lee Herdman Ryan G. Morrison 
Degrees Granted December 13, 2005 Doctor of Education Pamela Sturm Anderson Melinda Beth Backus Cynthia F. Daniel Judaea Minner Hodge 
Degrees Granted August 12, 2005 Doctor of Education Ray Andrew Ali Eugenia Layne Damron 
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Doctoral Dissertations 
May 2006 Nathan Head Biomedical Sciences Dr. Hongwei Yu Regulation of Biofilm Formation of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. 
. Kristin L. Mallory Employment Success of Community and Technical College Program Graduates as an Indicator of EconomicDevelopment in West Virginia. Chair: Dr. Dennis Anderson Sue Hollandsworth Best Practices of National Board Certified Teachers and Non�Board Certified Teachers in Grades One and Two. Chair: Dr. Calvin Meyer Karen Bionti Larry Principal Perceptions of the Relationship between Professional Development Designs and the Qualities, Proficiencies, and Leadership Skills Required of West Virginia Principals. Chair: Dr. Teresa R. Eagle December 2005 Pamela Sturm Anderson Knowing when a Higher Education Institution is in Trouble. Chair: Dr. Powell E. Toth Melinda Beth Backus A Descriptive Analysis of the Quality of Staff Development as Perceived by West Virginia Teachers. Chair: Dr. Rudy Pauley Cynthia Leigh Daniel T he Relationship Between Levels of Moral Reasoning and Transformational Leadership Behaviors of West Virginia Public School Administrators. Chair: Dr. Jerry Jones J udaea Hodge A Study of the Importance and Implementation of National Pre�Kindergarten Standards for Language and Literacy As Perceived by West Virginia Directors of Early Childhood Centers. Chair: Dr. Ronald Childress August 2005 Ray Andrew Ali An Analysis of the Degree of Transformational Leadership Exhibited by Administrators of 1862 and 1890 Cooperative Extension Programs in States with Both Systems as a Predictor for the Attainment of State Match in Federal Fiscal Year 2004 Chair: Dr. Dennis Anderson Eugenia Layne Damron Successful Implementation of 504 Plans: What are the CommonElements? Chair: Dr. Linda Spatig 
Masters Theses 
May 2006 
Jennifer Adams 
English 
Dr. Sherri Smith Christina Rossetti , Sarah Grand, and the Expression of Sexual Liminality in Nineteenth Century Literature. 
Juliana Akinsete 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Maiyon Park CHMPl is Implicated in the Development of Pancreatic Tumor via the Retinoic Acid Signaling Pathway. 
Ariana Breisch 
Biological Science 
Dr. Thomas Pauley T he natural history and thermal ecology of a population of Spotted Turtles (Clemmys guttata) and Wood Turtles (Glyptemys insuculpta) in West Virginia. 
Brian Brown 
Geography 
Dr. Sarah Brinegar 
A Socio-Economic Comparison of Urban, Sub-Urban, and Rural School Systems in Ohio. 
Jessica Caldwell 
History 
Dr. Dan Holbrook Relocating Segregation: T he Pea Island Life-Saving Station 
Krystal Campbell 
Education Specialist 
Dr. Fred Krieg Correlations Between the WISC­IV, SB:V, and the WJ-III Tests of Achievement: Which has a better relationship with reading achievement? Fredrick Damron Biological Sciences Dr. Charles Somerville Characterization of Vinyl Chloride Degrading Bacteria From a Serial Anaerobic-Aerobic Chloroethene Bioreactor Melinda Daniel Communication Disorders Dr. Mary Beth Reynolds Phonological Awareness Instruction: Opinions and Practices of Educators and Speech-Language Pathologists inWest Virginia Lisa Dillon Political Science Dr. Jamie Warner T hree-Strikes Legislation and the Evolution of the Liberal Conception of Justice Elizabeth Duke Mathematics Dr. Bonita Lawrence Solving Higher Order Dynamic Equations on Time Scales as First Order Systems. Galina Fet Physical Science Dr. James Brumfield Biodiversity Mapping Using Geographic Information System, Global Positioning Techniques and Image Map Web Server inInternational Collaboration with Kyrgyz Republic Academy of Sciences. Celeste Good Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Constructed Ponds as Mitigated Habitat for Wood Frogs (Rana sylvatica)and Spotted Salamanders (Ambystoma maculatum). Shari Heywood History Dr. Robert Sawrey Elizabeth Kee: A Clarion Voiceof and for the People of Southern West Virginia 1951-1964. Chandra Inglis-Smith Physical Science Dr. Ralph Oberly Using Remote Sensing Techniques to Track and Analyze Urban Development Along ADHS Corridor Hin West Virginia. Christopher Johnson Mathematics Dr. Peter Saveliev Applications of Computational Homology Cotteka Johnson Biological Sciences Dr. Philippe Georgel Characterization of the DNA Binding Properties of Silent Information Regulator Protein 3 (SIR3p). April Keenan Biological Sciences Dr. Charles Somerville Occurrence and Distribution of Multi-Antibotic Resistant Bacteria from the Great Kanawha River, West Virginia. Leslie Kerns Mathematics Dr. Ralph Oberste-Vorth Geometric Field Stability and Normal Field Curvature of Solution Sets of Ordinary Differential Equations in Two Variables. 
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Melissa Kimmel 
Sociology 
Dr. Marty Laubach Socialization and Attitudes: The effect of religion, political identification, and class 1972-
2002. 
Shannon Miller 
Mathematics 
Dr. Ralph Oberste-Vorth The Dynamics of Newton's Method on Cubic Polynomials. 
Camila Morsch 
Political Science 
Dr. Daniel Masters The Selective Capacity of the Likely to Become a Public Charge Clause in the Visa Issuance Process. 
Kimberly Scott 
Education Specialist 
Dr. Fred Krieg Is the GAI a good short form of the WISC-IV? 
Jaime Sias 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Thomas Pauley Natural history, demography and distribution of the Upland Chorus Frog, Pseudacris feriarum, in West Virginia. 
Maria Simental 
Geography 
Dr. James Leonard Use of GIS in the Provision of Emergency Services in Small Municipalities Huntington, WV: 
A Case Study. 
Lisa Smith 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Charles Somerville Trends of Antibiotic Resistant and Coliform Bacteria in the Ohio River during August 2002, 2003, and 2004. Elli Yokochi Exercise Science Dr. Daniel Martin Mechanisms of Intracellular Signaling with High Force Muscle Contraction in Soleus and Plantaris. Jennifer York Educational Specialist Dr. Fred Krieg Comparison of the Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test (K-BIT) and the Wechsler Scale for Children (WISC-IV) with Referred Students December 2005 Jennifer Adams Biological Science Dr. Thomas Pauley Home Range and Behavior of the Timber Rattlesnake ( Crotalus horridus). James Barker Geography Dr. Sarah Brinegar The Major Vernacular Regions of Tennessee. Susan Barker English Dr. John VanKirk A Place Between Heaven and Hell. R. Vernon HaningPsychologyDr. Stephen O'KeefeIntimacy, Orgasm Likelihoodof Both Partners, Conflict, andPartner Response Predict SexualSatisfaction In Heterosexual Maleand Female Respondents.Jeffrey Jack 
Humanities 
Dr. Joyce East Irish Representations in the Films of Jim Sheridan and Neil Jordan. Zachary Loughman Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Natural History and Conservation Biology of a Southern West Virginia Contour Surface Mine Reptile and Amphibian Community. Rob-Roy Lee Mace Mathematics Dr. Scott Sarra Reduction of the Gibbs Phenomenon via Interpolation Using Chebyshev Po lynomia l s ,  F i l t e r ing  and  Cheby shev-pade Approximations. Steven Napier Political Science Dr. Jean Smith Roosevelt's Monetary Policy Toru Nishiura English Dr. Katharine Rodier The Description of the Characters in Herman Melville's "White-Jacket, or The World in a Man-of-War". Stacy Whittington Dietetics Dr. Kelli Williams Initial Assessment/Treatment of Pediatric Overweight in Rural­Based Appalachia: A Qualitative Investigation. August 2005 Diana Fisher Mathematics Dr. Alfred Akinsete Convergence Analysis of MCMC Method in the Study of Genetic Linkage with Missing Data. Gregory Harris Psychology Dr. Stephen O'Keefe Potential Role of Social Support Systems and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. 
Debra Henderson Education Specialist Dr. Fred Krieg Parents' Perception of the MUGC Graduate School Psychologist's Ability to be a Productive Member of the Eligibility Committee and to Effectively Interpret a Psychoeducational Evaluation Report. Krista Holcomb English Dr. Katharine Rodier Woman at War: How I Won My Battle With Domestic Violence, But Continue to Fight the War. Jennifer Jones English Dr. Mary Moore Complexity of Character in Jonson's Sejanus Shawndra T hompson English Dr. John Young Linking Genesis to Modem Castaway Narratives Kensey Sheline Educational Specialist Dr. Elizabeth Rhoads A Program Evaluation of Tender Hearts. Lisa Ann Stuchell English Dr. John Young Malory's Maladies: Determining Intention and Influence through Editorial Theory in Sir Thomas Malory's Le Marte Darthu. July 2005 Anne Carrington Blankenship Biological Science Dr. Jeff May 
A two-year seasonal analysis of wetland vegetation at the McClintic Wildlife Management Area in Mason County, West Virginia Karen Clifton Psychology Dr. Steven Mewaldt The Testing Effect: Using Retrieval Practice in the Classroom. Amie Honeman Education Specialist Dr. Fred Krieg The Assessment of Oral Reading Fluency: Concurrent Validity of the Dynamic Indicators of Basic Literacy Skills and Screening To Enhance Equitable Placement Measures. Teresa O'Cassidy Communication Studies Bertram Gross Accent, Linguistic Discrimination, Stereotyping, and West Virginia in Film. 
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